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ABSTRACT

To understand gentile women and their marginality within and without the Hebrew

patriarchal system,I compare them to Hebrew women. Using literary-critical and anthropological

methodologies my study examines their lives as wives, mothers, religious individuals, and

dangerous beings. V/e also consider their ambiguities and the mechanisms which allow them to

move between societies. Three levels of marginality emerge. The gentile woman who harms

Hebrew men is kept free of Hebrew societal structures. The gentile woman who lacks a Hebnew

husband and who helps Hebrew men is often ambiguously linked to both the Hebrew and the

foreign realms. And the gentile woman who has a Hebrew husband is accepted into the Hebrew

realm, but her power, including the ability to do harm, is minimal in that structured realm.

Using Mary Douglas's work I show that the gentile woman outside süuctured society

functions as a fantasy figure; the subconscious emerges through her. Fantasies and fears arise, and

she functions both as the mother-figure and as the extremely dangerous woman. If that danger is

directed against Hebrew men, then it leads to her ultra-marginalization. If her danger helps Hebrew

men, then an attempt is made to subsume her. Yet a tension evolves, as what is foreign and

dangerous, even if it benefits Hebrew society, must be kept at a distance. The gentile woman

outside structured society is thus ambiguous. Likewise, the woman who maries into Hebrew

society and gets ordered by that society still represents disorder simply in being a foreigner. She

too is ambiguous as she is both incorporated in the society and kept more marginal, in this case

more disempowered, than Hebrew women.
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THE WOMEN

Introduction

Overvíewl

Gentile women are marginal marginals, and this paper will examine the degrees to which

they are incorporated into and excluded from the Hebrew patriarchy within Genesis through

Judges. These first seven books of the Bible were written largely from a patriarchal perspective2

and recount the national and inter-ribal warfare years prior to the Israelite monarchy. Hebrew men

dominate the text and make up what I call the patiarchy's "core".3 We see degrees of

subordination and marginality extending outward from the core as children and slaves are often

contolled by women who in turn are dominated by men. While Hebrew women are represented as

peripheral only to their own Hebrew patriarchal system, gentile women are peripheral to two

patriarchies: their original society and the Hebrews'.4 Situated between societies, or social

"sfuctures" as I will refer to them, gentile women at times have less power within the Hebrew

realm relative to Hebrew women. However, this status as "betwixt-and-between"5 allows them to

act in ways that Hebrew women do not.

Methodology

This study employs literary criticism as its primary method.6I prefer to read the text

synchronically in order to understand the power stnrctures put forth by the narative as a whole, to

see not what the past was, but what the affect on the reader is. At times within this literary

framework we will apply psychoanalytic and anthropological ideas. The former will help us to

understand some of the sexual themes underlying the narrative.T The latter will provide insights

into gentile women's roles within the social stnrcture.

While Victor Turner has his own definition of marginalityS I more broadly define "marginal"

as "outsider". I find this definition to be most useful in discussing gentile women relative to

Hebrew patriarchal society. The gentile woman is outside the core of male-dominated authority,

and she is an outsider to society. We will examine the degrees to which marginality, outsiderness,
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is eroded, the degrees to which the outsider is subsumed within the patriarchal system. Turner's

discussion of liminality and rites of passage will be useful in our discussion of Rahab. Liminality is

a marginal state in which one is "betwixt and between the categories of ordinary social life."9

Liminality is a form of marginality because one is outside normal social structures. Liminality and

marginality are often interchanged, but we will use "liminality" only within the context of rites of

passage.

Mary Douglas's work on purity and danger will help us to understand the dangers and

ambiguities of gentile women. Douglas has shown that what is unclear and disordered is often

powerful and dangerous.l0I suggest that the gentile woman in Hebrew society is the unclear and

the disordered. She comes from a realm beyond the Hebrews', from beyond the Hebrew order. By

entering Hebrew society, she ruptures that society's boundaries and thereby creates disorder. We

will examine how the text orders her disorder, how it gains control over the potentially powerful,

disruptive gentile woman. In the case of gentile women who marry Hebrew men, I suggest that the

text compensates for the woman's inherent power as (disruptive) outsider by disempowering her

even more than the Hebrew woman. The gentile woman participates less in the life of the Hebrew

society than does the Hebrew woman. While the foreign woman within Hebrew society is

extra-disempowered, her counterpart outside Hebrew society is extra-powerful. Theoretically, the

gentile woman outside Hebrew society is disempowered by her own patriarchal system (unless she

lives within a community solely of women). But Genesis-Judges is written from a Hebrew

patriarchal perspective and expresses Hebrew pariarchal feats, even if they are irrationally

incorrect.

Finally, I will use a feminist distinction of "power" and "authority": "Power is simply the

ability to achieve one's goals; authority is power that is legitimated by the struttures of a society."ll

Outline

V/e will begin our study of gentile women by determining which women are gentiles. V/e

will then consider intermarriages; a discussion of motherhood will distinguish between biological

mothers and mother-figures. After this, participation in legal issues and religion will be our

emphasis.'We will then consider dangerous women more fully. Next we turn to a discussion of
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ambiguous attitudes towards most gentile women not married to Hebrew men. We will then

consider a model for the passage of women between patriarchal systems, which is followed by a

conclusion.

Determining Gentilenessl2

Here we will determine which women are gentiles. The definition of gentile is particularly

tenuous prior to Israel's existence as a political entity, and we will consider otherness from two

perspectives. "Gentile" refers to the members of non-Hebrew nations.l3 As the Hebrews in

Genesis through Judges change from a clanish social sfructlrre to a confederation of tribes, the

definition of gentileness changes also.

In Gen 34:7 we see the first use of "Israel" as a nation as Shechem the son of Hamor the

Hivite "wrought folly in Israel by lying with Jacob's daughter." With Jacob we see a nation of

Israelites beginning to define itself. Jacob is called "Israel" (Gen 35:9), and he fathers twelve sons

(Gen35:22) who are progenitors for the twelve Israelite tribes which later play a critical role in

Israel's history (cf. Gen 49). In the Joseph story we gain a clearer sense of an Israelite nation, of a

collective unit, as the Israelites are posited against the Egyptians. And at Mt Sinai we see the

institutionalization of a political nation as God dictates Hebrew law through Moses @x 20ff.).

IVhile we do see different degrces of subsumation within the Hebrew realml4 gentileness is largely

determined by one's lack of participation in the religious life of the cult.

Prior to Genesis 35 we see no distinct Hebrew nation, only a loose confederation of families

separated by great distances, and we need to define gentileness in a manner that, as we will see,

does not involve Hebrewness. While gentileness later becomes simply the issue of who is not

Hebredlsraelite, this distinction does not hold in the time before Jacob. Abraham is called a

Hebrew (ibri) (Gen 14:13), but his kinspeople are not. For example, Rebekah, Abraham's great

niece, is Aramean (Gen 28:5); the text does not define her as Hebrew. Were non-Hebrewness to be

equivalent to otherness/gentileness, then we would have to consider Rebekah to be "other"/gentile.

And if Rebekah is gentile then so too must be Rachel and Leah, who are the daughters of the
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Aramean Laban. Furthermore Sarah is never defined as Hebrew. So if gentileness is equivalent to

non-Hebrewness here, then all women are gentiles, which is a meaningless distinction, because

there can be no "other" without the "thing" itself.

I would suggest that we need to determine otherness in pre-Jacob Genesis not by

Hebrewness, but by acceptability in mariage. The emphasis is on kinship, not national politics. A

distinction is set up between Canaanites (the "other" group) and kinspeople. Abraham does not

want Isaac to marry a Canaanite woman, and has his servant swear to take a wife for Isaac from

"my country and my kindred" (Gen24:3-4).15'16 Canaanites are clearly the "out", and kinspeople

seem to be "in". Yet not all relatives are acceptable.lT Lot, Abraham's nephew, impregnates his

daughters, who then give birth to Moab and Ben-ammi, the respective patriarchs of the Moabite and

Ammonite gentile nations (Gen 19:37-8). Relative to Abraham, Lot's daughters are genealogically

equivalent to Rebekah.lS But I think we need to consider them as "others" for two reasons. First,

while they themselves are equal in kinship to the legitimate Rebekah,l,ot's daughters are clearly

associated with "other" nations, the Moabites and Ammonites. Second, and more impontantly, their

incestuous relations with their father may delegitimate them'

'We now turn towards a discussion of particular women whose ethnicity or nationhood is

tenuous. Some women are entirely ambiguous, which may reflect ambiguous attitudes on behalf of

the narator. Rachel and Leah's maids Zilpahand Bilhah (Gen29:24,29;29), for example, lack

ethnic identity.

Tamar is also ambiguous. While one secondary source identifies her as Canaanitel9 the

original text itself is silent on the issue (Gen 38). Tamar dwells in her father's house, but the text

does not state the father's genealogy. Thus, in this pre-Hebrew nation period we cannot know

whether Tamar was kin to Judah, whether or not she was "other." Tamar is powerful as she

dresses as a prostitute to get Judah to sleep with her, and the ethnic silence may reflect the author's

ambiguous attitudes towards Tamar. Judah praises Tamar for her perseverance in obtaining

children due her by the Levir (cf. Dt 25:5-10), and silencing her ethnicity may be a textual means to

counterbalance her power over a man. We will consider Tamar to be Hebrew for several reasons.

The other woman in the text, Bat Shua, Judah's wife, is stated to be the daughter of a Canaanite (v
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2). Bat Shua acts as a foil to Tamar; two of Bat Shua's children are killed by the l,ord (vv 7,L0),,

while one of Tamar's two sons elsewhere is an ancestor of King David (Ru 4:18-22).

A.-J. I-evine has questioned the gentileness of Zipporah, Moses'wife, because her father is

a Midianite priest who sacrifices to YahwehÐ and because the Midianites may be dist¿nt blood

relatives of the Hebrews (cf. Gen 25:2).21Zipporah strikes me as otherþentile. First, we do not

know for a fact that the Midianites are blood-related to the Hebrews. In the genealogy of Genesis

25:l-2, Keturah, another one of Abraham's wives, gives birth to six sons, one of whom is named

Midian. Except for Midian, none of the sons has a name that belongs to a gentile nation/clan. And

nowhere do we hear that it is this particular Midian who is patriarch to the Midianites .2?Lot's

daughters' sons (Gen l9:37-38),Ishmael (Gen 21:18) and Esau (Gen25:23) are all proclaimed to

be the ancestors to other nations, but Keturah's Midian bears no such annunciation. Characters and

places in Genesis through Judges sometimes share the same name (e.g. Haran is a man (Gen

1l:26) and a city (Gen 11:31)), and the human Midian may have nothing to do with nation of

Midian. Second, sacrificing to Yahweh does not necessarily mean that Jethro was Hebrew. God is

revealed to Jethro after the exodus from Egypt, and he says "Now I know that the Lord is greater

than all gods, because he delivered the people from under the hand of the Egyptians" (Ex 18:11)

[Italics mine]. The "now" suggests that earlier Jethro did not know that the Lord was greater.

Indeed, before the exodus we did not see him sacrifice to the Hebrew god. V/e only knew that he

was "the priest of Midian" @x 2:16), and no Hebrew priests appear prior to Jethro; the only priests

are those of the Canaanites (Gen 14:18) and the Egyptians (Gen 41:45i 47:22,26). God first

decrees a Hebrew priesthood after the Jethro story: "you shall be to me a kingdom of priests and a

holy nation" (Ex 19:6). It seems unlikely that Jethro was a Hebrew priest to begin with. Finally,

even if the Midianites are related by blood to the Hebrews, by the time Moses manies a Midianite

woman, so many generations may have elapsed that kinship ties are inconsequential. More than six

hundred thousand Hebrews leave Egypt(Ex 12:37); kinship ties may be diluted. This is

compounded by a huge generational gap. Rebekah, Rachel and Leah were sepilated from Abraham

by no more than three generations. But by the time of Moses and Zipporah, the Hebrews have been

in Egypt for four hundred and thirty years @x 12:40). Midian appears to be an entity far removed

from the Hebrews, and Zipporah is gentile.
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'We now consider whether or not Jael is gentile. The ethnic status of women is often

determined by their father (e.g. Esau's wives (Gen26:34), Bath Shua (Gen 38:2), Zipporah @x

2:16)).In some cases, the woman's nationality is directþ attached to her. For example, Gen 21:9

speaks of "Hagar the Egyptian." But with Jael, we know only that her husband is a Kenite (Jg

4:17).ts Defined as "wife of Heber the Kenite" the text links Jael to the Kenites. She is certainly

more sfongly associated with the Kenites than with the Hebrews. So we will consider her to be a

foreign woman.

Marriage

Gentile women and most Hebrew women do not choose to be married.z But in one case we

see a Hebrew woman with some power to choose. Furthermore Hebrew women, unlike gentile

women, often give women away as wives. Gentile women cannot give other women away because

they lack the women.

Only Rebekah, a Hebrew, has some say in her marriage engagement. Rebekah's father and

brother give her to Abraham's slave to give to Isaac (Gen 24:50-1) but at least her brother and

mother later ask her if she will go (Gen 24:58). Not clear is whether she is being asked if she will

go, as opposed to not go at all, or if she will go now, as opposed to ten days later. Her brother and

mother want her to stay at least ten days before going, but their question to Rebekah is merely,

"Will you go with this man?" (v 58) The issue remains ambiguous, and perhaps the text is

indecisive as to how much power Rebekah should have. This power is consistent with the porrait

of Rebekah, who later tricks Isaac into giving Jacob the birthright. She is often a foil to Isaac.

unlike Jacob who ravels to obtain Rachel (Gen 28:5),Isaac stays at home while a servant searches

for a wife. It is Abraham's choice to send the servant and not Isaac, but this action, or inaction,

paints the picture of a passive Isaac. Isaac's power to choose a wife is deferred to his future wife.

One example of a Hebrew woman having some, albeit ambiguous, power to choose her husband

does not suggest a large difference between gentile and Hebrew women. But it does add to our

composite picture of the gentile-Hebrew differences. Rebekah's choice gives Hebrew women an
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additional, slight advantage over their gentile counterparts.

Møíds

Hebrew women sometimes give their maids as wives to their own husbands. Sarai "took

Hagar... and gave her to Abram her husband as a wife" (Gen 16:3); Rachel "gave him lJacob] her

maid Bilhah as a wife" (Gen 30:4); and læah "took her maid Zilpah and gave her to Jacob as a

wife" (Gen 30:9). Gentile women with Hebrew husbands do not give away their maids as wives

because they do not have maids to give. For example, we never hear of any maids belonging to

Bath Shua, Aseneth, Zipporahor Samson's wife. Thus we see layers of power, and the outsider

wife is kept one step further from authority than the Hebrew wife. The foreign wife is more

uncertain than the more established Hebrew wife. In marrying a Hebrew man, the foreign woman

enters the patriarchy.2s the foreign wife thus breaks boundaries, and limiting her authority, as in

the case of maids and servants, counterbalances her power. By restricting her authority over others,

the Hebrew patriarchy reduces her potential to threaten that patriarchy.

The only gentile women with any authority over other women are those in the ruling classes

of their respective societies. Bat Pharoah has an entourage of maids, as does Sisera's mother (Jg

5:28-30). The former is the daughter of the Egyptian king, and the latter is linked to authority

through her son, Sisera, the commander of the Canaanite army (Jg 4:2). Both women are away

from the Hebrew patriarchy, and as we witness them at their given moments within the text each is

separated from men. Only outside the Hebrew fold does the foreign woman have authority. And

her position in the ruling class, closer to the foreign patriarchal core, augments her distance from

the Hebrew pariarchal core. The readerÆIebrew patriarchy is protectively distanced from her.26

While distance protects the Hebrew pariarchal reader, from the gentile woman's perspective

distance allows her certain powers we do not see her with in the company of men. Hebrew women

give their maids to their husbands; their authority over women involves men. The gentile women

with their maidens and ladies, on the other hand, are removed from men. Such female autonomy of

authority exists only outside the Hebrew realm.21 Foreigness in this case is advantageous and

empowering to the woman.
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Acce ssíble, Autonornous W ome n

Here I want to demonstrate that gentile women, unlike Hebrew women, are at times sexually

accessible by their own volition. The sexuality of Hebrew women is confined to marriage except in

cases of rape (cf. Gen 34). And the only time we see a Hebrew wife possibly having extra-marital

relations, her husband is complicit; he knows about the matter and does nothing to prevent it --

Abraham practically gives Sarah to Pharoah (Gen 12:10 -20¡.2t In contrast, gentile women are

accessible by their own volition. Potiphar's wife lusts after Joseph, who was "handsome and

good-looking" (Gen 39:6b), and when her husband is out of the house, she unsuccessfully tries to

seduce Joseph. Jael is also autonomous of her husband; like Potiphar, Heber seems to be outside

the tent/home when Sisera goes to Jael. We do not know if Sisera and Jael have sex, but the idea of

a man fleeing to a lone woman's tent is suggestive. Delilah, who is loved by Samson (Jg 16:4), is

not only autonomous of male domination within the narrative, but she does not seem to have a

husband whatsover. The only women defined as harlots are foreigners: Rahab (Jos 2,6) and the

woman who sleeps with Samson in Gaza (Jg 16:1). The foreign woman is outside the ordered

Hebrew realm. There is disorder in that she is open to men beyond the order of marriage. The

foreign woman tries to cheat on her husband (Potiphar), or within the narrative she is not at all

linked to a husband and sleeps with a man (Gaza harlot and Delilah).29 tttis disorder is clearly

dangerous to men, especially Hebrew men. Jael kills the gentile Sisera, and Joseph and Samson are

imprisoned as the result of Mrs Potiphar and Delilah, respectively.

But this disorder may also function as a fantasy for the patriarchal reader, as an escape from

order. Caroline Walker Bynum, using Victor Turner's work, talks about the liminal state of rites of

passages as being a psychological escape for men from the responsibilites of powet.30 While

accessible gentile women are not necessarily srictly involved in rites of passage, I suggest that their

marginality functions similarly to the liminal state: Like liminality in the rite of passage, marginality

in general allows a fantastic, psychological break from order. Consider that marginality and

liminality are very similar in the case of the accessible woman. Rites of passage involve three states:

separation,liminality, and aggregation.3l I would suggest that the accessible women represent a

separation not unlike that of the rite of passage. Men go to the accessible women. Mrs Potiphar,

Jael, the Gaza harlot, and Delilah are geogrcphically stationary throughout their stories. Only Rahab
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changes geographically, in Joshua 6. But in Joshua 2, thefirst part of her Stor]' in which the spies

go to her, she stays in or on the roof of her house' The women represent fixed points to which the

men much venture. The men, who exist within the outside worrd, separate from that world in going

to the accessible women.

Intermørriøge

'We now turn to a discussion of intermarriages' Gentile women marry Hebrew men'32 but

the degrees to which they are incorpo,rated by the patriarchar system varies. we will categorize the

different intermaniages and then try to understand the differences'

Intermarriage: Categories and Examples

Intermarriages roughly roughly into three categories' In some cases the marriages are

explicitly prohibited, either by apodictic decrees or by the actions of other characters. Elsewhere the

text allows but disapproves of marriages. Finally, marriages are arlowed and approved, and I call

these "successful" marriages'

In Numbers 25 we see two cases prohibiting intermarriage' Both disallow by example; no

apodictic decree is given. In verses 1-5 we hear that the Israerites are invorved with the Moabite

daughters,wholeadtheHebrewsastraytoworshipBaalofPeor,andweseeGod'swrathandthe

resulting punishment. In the next sequence of narrative the Israelite ZjÍ',r.marries the Midianite

woman cozbi (w 6-1g). Moses, great-nephew phinehas kills the two and ends the plague. The

firststorydenouncesintermarriagebecauseofthecorruptingoutsideinfluence.Thesecondby

itself has nothing to do with idolotrous corruption, but the prohibition does seem explained as it sits

in the shadow of the first. In other words the second story has an imposed significance: Midianite

women are undesired because Moabite women comrpt'33

In Judges 3:5ff. we see a similar prohibition' The people of Israel dwell among and

exchange daughters with the canaanites, Hittites, Amorites, perizzites, Hivites, and Jebusites' In

turn they serve foreign gods, and an angry God punishes them by giving them over to a foreign

king. We see no official law against intermarriage, but the moral of the story assumes a prohibitive

stance: intermarry and you will become oppressed'34 Jodges makes the point elsewhere less
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explicitly as we see the tyrannical Abimelech, the product of a canaanite woman-Hebrew man

mariage. From my standpoint, the connection between gentile wives and foreign oppression

empowers the gentile wornen, and an women in generar. From a pariarchar pefspective the women

cofrupt, but that women can ideologically colrupt is one powef they have over the paniarchy' In

being comrpted by women, the men demonsüate a moral' mental weakness' By patriarchal

standards the man is supposed to have authority over his wife' but ironically the woman

ideologically subverts the man' Hers is the true power'

In Genesis intermarriages tend to be allowed but disapproved. Abraham does not want Isaac

to marry any of the local canaanite women (Ge¡?A:3-4). canaanites are disapproved not because

they are unfriendly. There is strife between the "others" and Abraham (cf' Gen 14:1-1$; 15;

2r:22_34),but ersewhere Abraham and some of the canaanites have cordial rerations. A canaanite

priest bresses Abraham (Gen 14:19-20), and Abraham purchases a buriar place from kind Hitittes

(Gen 23:1_20). The disapprovar of intermarrying with canaanites does not depend on political ties'

we cannot know expricitly why Abraham preferred kin to canaanites in marriage, but it does serve

to further kinship ties. There may have been some chauvinism between clans (i'e' "'we're better

than you, canaanites.") Abraham may have preferred kin because of the trouble having a foreign

wife could cause. A.-J. Levine describes this preference as post-Hagar "shell-shock"'35

In the story of Isaac and Rebekah we see a chauvinism beginning to surface against "other"

women. Isaac tells Jacob' "You shall not marry one of the Canaanite women" (28:1) and like

Abraham sends his son off to reratives to find a wife. Isaac's sending his son away is not simply a

for+he_sake_of_radition continuation of an intrafamily nuptial tradition starred by Abraham; the

command responds to Rebekah,s complaint againstHittite women (2:7:aO. A'-J' Levine speculates

that the complaint may be a 
,,ruse to get Jacob away from Esau" (i.e. to protect him from his angry

brother).36 More clear, however, is that Rebekah does not like the gentile women who "made life

bitter for Isaac and Rebekah,, (26:35). We can be certain that gentile women create trouble'

Marrying the wrong woman can have negative consequences' as in Esau's case' Jacob's

birthright story and the maniage command are preceded by Esau's marrying two Hittite women and

followed by Esau,s reconciliatory marriage to his cousin Mahalath, the daughter of Ishmaer (28:9)'
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AsA.-J.Levinesuggests'thelossofthebirthright,eventhoughitwaspredictedwhileRebekah

was pregnant (Gen 25:23),punctuates Esau's intermariages' The mariages confirm that Esau was

the inappropriate owner of the birthright.3T The ¡u*taposition of intermariage and birthright loss

teaches the reader how not to act do not intermarry or you too may lose power'38

MarryingaclanmembermayservetorehabilitateEsau.AfterhelosesthebirthrightEsau

overhears his father,s talk against canaanite women. And after Esau apparently tries to make up for

his intermarriages by marrying a cran member we rose track of him for five chapters, until his tribe

meets up with Jacob. The last we saw of Esau was his mariage within the clan' and from the

reader's perspective the new, intra-clan wife39 may structufally pivot Esau emotionally' making

him more endearing. Before, he spitefully wants to kill Jacob (?i7:41); afterwards, when he greets

Jacob years later, he kisses and embraces his brother (33:4). Clearly gentile women are not

specificallyprohibitedinmarriage'asseeninEsau'sfirsttwomarriages,butthereadergetsthe

message that gentile wives are an unwise, troublesome idea, and that manying within the family

may have a mofe positive affect upon one's disposition' Time may heal all wounds' but a good

not-,'other" woman does not hurt. Intermarriage is allowed but disapproved'

samson's parents prefer that he marry among his people -- they disapprove of gentile women

(Jg 1a). samson however desires a wife from the "uncircumcised philistines" (14:3) and ignores

their suggestion. Nevertheless his pafents acquiesce and even help Samson get the woman' They

allow. As A.-J. Levine has suggested, it may be that they allow under duress'4O Samson is

extraordinar'y strong and impetuousness, and his parents may have feared the repercussions of

disobeyinghim.Wecanonlyspeculate,andthereseemstobenolegalcodeagainstintermarriage.

Samson,spafentsprobablyreflectageneralattitudeofthetimesinwhichtheyliveagainst

ma:riages with gentile women'

Even though a particurar society within the text may a[ow (although not necessarily approve)

suchamarriage,thenarratormaydisapproveinanumberofways'Forexample'MrsSamsondies

(Jg 15:6). The marriage is short-circuited' Just because someone dies does not necessafily mean

that the narator disapproves of them, but circumstances surrounding the death do reflect on the

character. In particular, burial is a common sign of approval for named individuals' The heros'
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leaders, matriarchs and patriarchs of Israel die, and they are usually buried.4l Samson does seek

revenge for his wife's death, but she is not buried. Samson's marriage is not only disapproved by

his parents, but it is disallowed by the text.

Judah's marriage to Bat Shua is also disallowed and disapproved by the narrator (Gen 38).

Bat Shua is negativized. We know nothing about the circumstances surrounding the maniage; the

text simply says "he married her" (38:2). However, Bat Shua dies. The text links her death to her

gentileness. The text does not say "the wife of Judah died," but that "the wife of Judah, Shua s

daughter, died" (3g:12). The narrative points to the gentile father, who in verse 2 was introduced as

"a certain Canaanite whose name was Shua," first a gentile then a named person. In other words,

the text transitively points to Bat Shua's gentileness even as she dies, and links her demise to her

status. The text also negativizes Bat Shua's first and second sons, Er and Onan,who die because

they are "wicked" and "displeasing in the sight of the Lord" respectively (w 7, 10). Although the

deaths of Bat Shua and her sons may have simply been intended as plot devices leading to Tamar,

the negative actions associated with Bat Shua place several more strikes against gentile \ryomen on

the scoreboard of the reader's mind.

Judah's ma:riage to a Canaanite is not only disallowed; it also works against him. The

marriage may be a signal ro the reader that Judah will be negativized. Genesis 38 opens with Judah

marrying Bat Shua, and the rest of the chapter portrays Judah as largely ineffective, or with

dubious con6ol. His children are wicked and get killed by the l,ord. Judah wants Onan to perform

the levirate duty, but Onan spills his "semen on the ground" (v 9). Judah mistakenly and perhaps

stupidly believes Tamar to be the cause of his sons' deaths and fears that what happened to the first

two will happen to Shelah, his third (v 11). He thus returns Tamar to her father and short-circuits

the levirate process (at least temporarily), but Tamar disguises herself as a prostitute and tricks

Judah into impregnating her. In so doing, she re-circuits the levirate duty, albeit in an

unconventional father-in-lad daughter-in-law scheme. Judah gives away his signet, his signature

of power, and his staff, a phallic symbol. He de-powers and de-masculates himself. Later he sends

his friend Hirah to pay Tamar, but the Adullamite fails to locate her. Nobody has seen the harlot,

and Judah might as well have been hallucinating. And finally Judah learns that Tamar is pregnant

"by harloty," orders her to be burned, but then reverses the immolation order when he learns that
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he fathered the child. Judah cannot get anything right, except his admittance that Tamar is more

righteous than he. Appropriately, Judah meets Tamar the harlot on his way to the sheepsheüers.

Sheep get used at the mercy of the shearer. Tamar, in a sense, "shears" her father-in-law, making

him the biggest sheep of them all. In retrospect, in light of Judah's (other) mistakes the

intermarriage may set the stage for Judah's (sometimes comic) failures and cluelessness. We cannot

know what the author thought about Canaanites, but the exogamous marriage, with a Canaanite no

less, might be a signal to the reader or listener that Judah will somehow be negativized.4z43

Joseph and Moses have what I would call "successful" mariages with the gentile women

Aseneth and Zipporah, respectively. Neither wife is seen dying, and both produce children.

Nothing bad happens to them. Aseneth's sons are positioned in Israel's lineage (Num 26:28ff|27).

(Zipporah's sons play a less critical role in Israel's history; a genealogy lists them among the tribes

of Levi (1 Ch 23:t4) and the birth of the second son is not even recounted, although he is later

named (Ex 18:4).) But while Aseneth and Zipporah are the only two "successful" wives, they are

also among those with the least personalities. Minimizing their presence may compensate for their

"success." Aseneth never speaks; her only action is to bear children. And Zipporah speaks only one

line @x 4:25).Zipporahdoes gain positive status when she uses circumcision, a cultic deed, to

save Moses from the Lord (Ex 4:24-6). However, As A.-J. Iævine points out she does not use

circumcision in its normal context, to enter into a covenant formally. Rather she (magically?) uses it

to ward off the lord who sought to kill Moses. (The circumcision may also function as a

marriage.4) Aseneth's and Zipporah's lack of personality may be a ploy by which the text

compensates for their "successful" intermarriages. Aseneth and Zipporah are positive and

approved, but the text minimizes their existence. Aseneth's children Menasseh and Ephraim are

more significant than Zipporah's, but Aseneth herself is less active than Zipporah. Furthermore,

both successful mariages occur when the Israelite husband or the Israelites as a whole are in the

marginal realm of Egypt, away from the promised land. The successful wife, the incorporated

wife, is actually incorporated in an unincorporated geography. The woman is balanced between the

forces of inclusion and exclusion.

The inverse relation between personality/activity and subsumation within the Hebrew

patriarchy holds true for gentile women in general. Gentile mothers with Hebrew husbands (e.g.
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Bat Shua) are minimally active, while those farttrer from the patriarchal core (e.g. the murderous

Jael, Rahab the harlot, and the seducing Mrs. Potþhar) are generally the most active'45

Understandin g Approval. Di sapproval and S uccess

we will now discuss why gentile women are sometimes approved, disapproved, or

successfur in marriage. I propose the fo[owing: First, intermarriages may reflect the political status

of the wife's nation relative to the Israelites. Second, from the Hebrew perspective it is usually

better to be maried to an Egyptian or a Midianite than to a Hittite, canaanite, Philistine' or any

other palestinian gentile. A.-J. Levine has proposed a third theory:46 The success or failure of an

intermarriage may at times have ress to do with nationality, and more to do with the religious belief

of the community. Finally, we should bear in mind that our data base is limited' and with only two

cases of "successful" mafriage, any theories proposed will inherently be tenuous'

The third theory is useful in explaining conflicting attitudes towards the same nation' We can

test this theory by considering the varying attitudes towards Midianite wives' We are faced with

what seems to be a contradiction: Moses successfully marries a Midianite woman (Ex 2); elsewhere

Moses, great-nephew kills a Midianite woman and her Israelite husband (Num 25:6ff ')' In one case

a Midianite woman is acceptable, in the other she is not. A.-J. Levine has suggested that the

discrepancy may be explained in terms of the religious lives of the given Midian individuals' were

Moses' Midianites, she asks, connected to Baal Peor, the Moabite/lvlidianite fertility god?

Zipporah,s father ultimately worships Yahweh, and we never see a connection with him to Baal

Peor. In Numbers 25 God is angry with the Israelites for following Baal of Peor, and the

Midianites here are rinked ro the god (v 1T). so it may be that it is religious affiliation, not

nationality, that affects intermariage'

Within Genesis-Judges the Midianites are chronologically first allies and later enemies -- as

the Israelites get closer to their possession of the promised land' As A'-J' Levine suggests' this

may demonstrate a need "to preserve religious and ethnic purity as the nation becomes larger' and

one moves from a single tribe to a confederation."4T In Canaan, Abraham and Isaac do not want

their sons to marry canaanite women. The two successful intermarriage occur while the Hebrews
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are in Egypr Joseph and Moses marry Aseneth and Zipporah, respectively' once Israel has left

Egypt and approaches the promised land we see a renewed disfavor towards intermarriage'

Fine tuning ouf argument, it may be that the status of an intermaniage reflects the Hebrews'

politicar attitudes towards a given nation. Abraham is promised canaan earry in Genesis (15:7), and

eventhoughthegentilepeopreofcanaancanbehelpfulandfriendly,asinthecaseofEphronthe

gittiteaS (Gen 23), the Canaanites still prevent Israel's hegemony of the land' Abraham is a

,,stranger,, in his own land (Gen 23:4). Pharoah gives Aseneth to Joseph at a time when Egypt' a

mecca of gfain in a famine-sfuck world, represents protection to the Hebrews'49 Once the

HebrewshavebeenenslavedbytheEgyptians,Egyptrepresentstheenemy'Egyptbecomesafoil

to Midian where Moses finds refuge and zipporah.when the Hebrews make their exodus from

Egypt, Midian becomes less a haven and more an impediment to entrance to the promised land' It is

then that we see the aborted marriage of cozbi. Back in canaan, the Israerites eventually undergo

subjugation at the hands of the Philistines, and we see samson's unsuccessful intermarriage'

Evidence arso suggests that from the Hebrew perspective overalr it is better to be married to

an Eygptian and sometimes a Midianite than to aHittite, canaanite, philistine, or any other gentile

wittrin the promised land. The text harbors a generany negative attitude toward Palestinian wives'

only non_palestinian gentile wives can have successful intermarriages, as in the cases of Aseneth

and Zipporah fromEgypt and Midian, respectively. Bat shua and Esau's wives -- canaanites -- are

unsuccessful.

Thetextstatesapreferenceforpeopleoutsidethepromisedland.TheDeuteronomicrulesfor

waging holy war distinguish "the cities which afe very far from you" from "cities of the nations

here,' (20:15). The text explains that the males of a distant nation should be put to the sword and the

women, children, and cattle taken for spoil (20:13-4). (Israelite men could mafry captured women'

and Dt 21:10ff. gives explicit instructions for governing the captive wife') But in the cities of the

people whom God gives "for an inheritance," that is, the Hittites, Amorites' canaanites' Perizzites'

Hivites and Jebusites, "you shall save alive nothing that breathes" (20:16-7). Not only does the text

distinguish between near and far cities/nations, but it spells out who the near nations are -- nadons

in the promised land. Numbers 7ff. states "when the Lord your God brings you into the land

which you are entering to take possession of it, and clears away many nations before you' the
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Hittites, the Girgashites, the Amorites, the Canaanites, the Penzntes, the Hivites, and the

Jebusites... you shall not make marriages with them...."(w 1,3) Again, the proscription restricts

itself to specific nations within the promised land. With such a clear distinction, we are not

surprised that Aseneth and Zlpporah, "far" women, have "successful" ma:riages.

Our theory ttrat distinguishes far and near, states that only nations outside the promised land

can have successful intermarriages, but it does not guarantee that they will. Thus Midian marriages

sometimes work (Zipporah) and sometimes do not (Cozbi). The theory fails to predict the status of

intermariages with non-promised land nations.

Motherhood

Here we compare gentile mothers to Hebrew mothers, and distinguish between biological

mothers and mother-figures. Biological mothers "really" give birth to babies, while mother-figures

metaphorically give birth or act as mothers to characters who are not their own biological children.

Mother-figures are not simply mothers to actual people; rather they mother an entire nation, they are

linked to fertility deities, or they even act as anti-mothers as they work against the child figures. As

biological mothers, gentile women with Hebrew husbands are less significant than Hebrew

women. We never see these ,women wanting children, God is seen as less involved in their fertility,

and their children are either undesireable, genealogically insignificant, and/or minor actors in the

Hebrew text. While the patriarchal system seems less concerned with gentile women as biological

mothers, the text often presents them as mother-figures, in roles that Hebrew women do not have.

We a¡e faced with an irony as gentile motherhood is both minimized and magnified. The biological

minimization disempowers the woman from a pafiarchal perspective and partly protects the core

from the forces of foreigness and uncertainty. And presenting the foreign, alien woman as a

mother-figure suggests to me that mothers in general are somehow alien. Finally, from a feminist

perspective, gentile women's lesser involvement in biological motherhood empowers these

mothers. God controls women's fertility (e.g. Gen 29:31), and the text perpetuates the ideology

that motherhood is happiness, that children are to be desired (cf. Gen 18:12). The gentile mothers
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are freer of God s concern, and therefore seemingly less controlled. And they are less concerned

with motherhood, and therefore less captured by the patriarchy's ideological spell'

Bíologícal Mothers

In discussing women's desire to have children, we will demonstrate the Hebrew mother's

desire to have children and then the gentile mother's seeming lack thereof. of the Hebrew wives

who have children in stories, almost all of them want children. Sarah wants a child and gives Hagar

to Abraham (16:3), Leah and Rachel engage in a who-can-produce-the-most-kids competition (Gen

30); Rachel even says, "Give me children, or I shall die!" (Gen 30:1). Tamar concocts a fantastic

harlot scheme to trick Judah into impregnating her (Gen 3g). only in Rebekah's case can we be

uncertain. Isaac prays for her when she is ba:ren, and when the twins in her womb cause her great

pain she wants to die (Gen25:2!-2).Inconüast to Hebrew women' we never see gentile women

consciousry choosing biorogicar motherhood. we do not know whether the gentile wives who have

children in stories want the babies they create. Bat Shua,like a machine, turns out three sons one

after the other. Judah 
,,married her and went in to her" (Gen 38:2). In Genesis 41:50 we learn that

,'Joseph had two sons, whom Aseneth... bore to him." And Zipporah simply "boÍe a son" (Ex

2:22).That is as much as we know about the births and the effort to obtain children. Hagar clearly

had no say in Ishmael,s birth; Sarah gave her to Abraham. Less conscious about their motherhood,

the individuality, or personhood, of gentile women is diminished, and once again the Hebrew

patriarchal system is protected from foreign disorder'

Annunciation Scenes

Hebrew women often receive birth annunciations. For Sarah (Gen 17:16), Rebekah (Gen

25:21,-3),Leah (Gen 29:3t),and Rachel (Gen30:22) God personally intervenes by blessing the

woman, opening her womb, and/or remembering her. samson's mother is ba¡ren and receives a

birth promise via God s angel (Jg 13:3). Tamar (Gen 38) receives no divine promise, which may

reflect her marginal status as temporary whore. God is not unconcerned with the fertility of gentile

women: the anger of the Lord promises to "greatly multipry" Hagar's descendants (Gen 16:10). But

no other gentile women receive a divine promise. Also Hagar is different from the Hebrew women
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given promises in that she first conceives (Gen 16:4) and then receives a promise. Her promise is

an afterthought.

Gentile women more easily conceive and bear children than their Hebrew counterparts' sarah

(Gen 11:30), Rebekah (Gen25:21), Rachel (Gen 29:31) and Samson's mother (Gen 13:2) are

initiagy baren. The only barren gentile women are the wife and female sraves of Abimelech (Gen

20:17-18). However, their temporary infertility is unusual as it results from the indiscretion of

Abraham, who gave sarah to Abimerech without acknowredging that sarah was his wife (Gen 20)'

BycontrastthetextneverexplainstheinfertilityofHebrewwomen.

Difficulty in bearing children seems to be linked to women with favored status' and the

woman favored reast has the easier time. so, if gentile ,women have the easier time, then perhaps

they are disfavored.Iæah was hated by Jacob (Gen 29:30) and has an easier time bearing children

than the favored Rachel. God reacts to the hatred against Leah by opening her womb (Gen 29:31)'

Jacob loves Rachel, who is initially baren and gives birth to two children. And Leah gives birth to

six children, four more than the loved Rachel. In Leah's case, the marginal woman is the more

fruitful, and she thinks that by giving birth to more and more children she can gain greater love and

acceptance. she names her first son "Reuben" and says that because "the r,ord has looked upon my

affliction; surely now my husband will love me" (Gen 29:3r). So it is not simply gentileness that

facilitates ferúlity, but the underlying marginality. It may be that the more favored woman has

greater power; in being loved Rachel may have gleater influence over Jacob than does the hated

Leah. The text may countefbalance this power of being favored by making childbirth difficult'

Power (being favored) has its advantages and disadvantages'sO The power of the Hebrew woman

is compensated for (i.e. counterbalanced) by causing her difficulty in childbirth, by complicating

her powers of fertility. The Hebrew woman' too, is alien to the Hebrew patriarchal core' She is the

dis-ordered ',other,, to men, and her potential to disrupt social structures, like gentile women's,

must be checked.

Children

Although gentile women contribute children to the Hebrew patriarchy' their contribution is

often devalued. Their children tend to be minor and/or negative characters' While Hagar's son'
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Ishmael, is destined to lead a great nation, the story outcasts him as a nomad, and he plays no

affective role within the Hebrew history. Bat Shua gives birth to three sons, two of whom are

wicked and killed by God; the third, as far as we know, never marries Tamar. Only Aseneth gives

birth to genealogically significant sons, Manasseh and Ephraim, the progenitors to the Israelite

tribes with their names. The sons, however, are not significant actors within the na:rative. They are

acted upon when Jacob blesses them, but they do not act (Gen 48).Zipporah has two children,

Gershom and Eliezer, but neither acts in the stories, and their only later significance is in 1 Chr

23{4ff. which genealogically records them among the tribe of Levi.

Not every Israelite woman gives birth to a major character in the Hebrew epic. For example,

Jephthah's daughter dies a virgin. But we can say that almost every active character is born to an

Israelite woman or to a woman not known to be gentile. Tamar, for example, is an ancestor to King

David and we know nothing of her background. The only gentile woman's child who is very active

within the text is Abimelech, but he is a very negative character. He commits the "crime" of killing

his seventy brothers (Jg 9:56) before being destroyed himself (9:5a). The heros and great political

leaders of Israel (e.g. Moses, Joshua, the Judges) are born to Hebrew women.

Mother-Fígures

Here we will discuss four gentile mother-figures. I will classify Aseneth as a minor

mother-figure, and Rahab, Jael and Delilah as major mother-figures. We will consider the "major"

characters as fantasy figures. And we will focus on Jael and Rahab, who are in some ways

opposites. Jael is the anti-mother -- the mother who kills -- while Rahab is earth-mother and mother

to the Israelites -- the mother who gives life. As we will see, though, Rahab and Jael are not so

different. Each is dangerous in her o,wn way, and even in death one can attain metaphoric birth.

Aseneth. the Minor Mother-Figure

Asenettr is a minor mother-figure, as the etymology of her name, not her actions within the

narrative, link her to fertility. Aseneth gives biological birth to sons, but the text also poses her as a

mother-figure of sorts. The first two consonants of her name are Egyptian for "she belongs to...",

and the final element, which determines the possessor, may be the deity Neit.sl Neit, or Neith, was
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an Egyptian creator-goddess.S2 While Aseneth's name does not make her a divine mother, it does

link her to divine fertility and thereby heightens her mother status.

Major Mother-Figures

Rahab, Jael and Delilah ate "major" mother-figures because, unlike Aseneth, they act as

metaphoric mother. None of the major figures has a Hebrew husband. They are outside -- marginal

to -- ttre Hebrew patriarchal system; they are in disorder. Mary Douglas describes such a-structured

marginality as a place where the subconscious is unleashed.S3 I then suggest that the major

mother-figures in this disordered marginality, indeed any women in such marginality, give reign to

the subconscious and act as fantasy figures. The subconscious, as Douglas suggests, is ordered

(i.e. repressed) within ordinary societal stn¡ctures -- ordered states. And it is through marginal

literary characters that the repressed can be untethered. Within the safe confines of the written page

the subconscious can safely play itself out. A fantastic retum to the mother(-figure) occurs within

the margin, and there death fantasies can be played out.

V/e will not discuss Mrs Potiphar at length in this section because she is not a mother-figure,

but I do want to point out that she too is an un-ordered marginal woman. She too is woman

unleashed; her husband is absent. And she too enacts a male fantasy, of woman's unbridled lust for

the man. She too is the sexually accessible woman.

Finally, in the course of our discussion of mother-figures we will see that marginality has its

disadvantages; nightm¿ìres can occur too. The woman emerges in all the power with which the male

subconscious perceives her. Men's fears of women are exhumed, and we will be clearly seen in

Rahab's case, the woman is represented as monster.

Delilah

In her psychoanalytic reading of the Samson saga, Mieke Bal has shown Delilah to be a

mother figure.54 Samson sleeps upon Delilah's knees (Jg 16:19), and using Genesis 30:3 Bal

believes that "on/between the knees" of a woman is an expression related to childbirth.

Furthermore, "picturing the character Samson at the moment of the haircutting, we notice that he

displays a strange likeness to a baby: he is bald, weak, sleeping, speechless, and he is resting
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on/between the knees... He wakes up after the haircutting. It is also possible to say: he is born after

the haircutting."ss Bal gives us insights into the significance of the mother-figure. With the

mother-figure one is brought back to infancy, to the protective care of the mother. In light of our

earlier discussion of the marginal geography of Delilah (and Jael and Rahab), the marginal home of

the mother-figure metaphorically becomes the marginal, alien, remote womb. And even though the

mother-figure can be dangerous and dispowering, as with Delilah, the fantasy of return to the

mother is enacted. As Bal writes, "Delilah has not betrayed him lSamson]. She has helped him to

be reborn."56

TÆT

I want to demonstrate that Jael is a mother-figure. In flight from the successful Heb'rew

forces, the gentile general Sisera flees on foot to Jael's tent (4:17). Jael covers Sisera with a rug (v

1g), not unlike a parent tucking in a child at bedtime. Mothers give their children milk, and in the

verse 19 Jael "opened a skin of milk and gave him a drink.''

Just as quickly as the text sets up Jael as a mother-figure to Sisera, it turns her into the

anti-mother. Sisera asks Jael to protecr him from outsiders by saying that no one is in the tent (v

20), but in the next verse Jael drives a tent "peg into his temple, till it went down into the ground."

By using a tent peg as the implement of destnrction, she symbolically undermines all domestic

security. Tent pegs are supposed to be driven into the ground to hold up the household tent. But

she uses it for a different function, to kill. Only Sisera is driven into the ground. It seems that she

undermines all society, for in the story subsequent to Jael's a character has a dream in which the

tent symbolizes (Midianite) society/nation (7:13-4). Israelites can also live in tents (cf. Jg 20:8);

thus Jael does not undermine merely gentile society, but Israelite as well -- all society. She is the

complete anti-mother.

As mother-figure, Jael acts out fantasies. A.-J. Levine points out that Jael "reverses roles:

she becomes the phallus-wielder and the general becomes the victim."57 As discussed earlier, role

reversal often occurs in liminal states, allowing men a psychological break from power. The

marginal/liminal tent of Jael becomes a place where the Hebrew male reader can vicariously

experience that break, albeit safely, as a gentile man actually undergoes that break. Furthermore,
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sisera,s death acts as a fantastic return to the womb. Bal writes that death can be "an ultimate and

effective return to the mother (earth)"'58 Notice that Jael drives the tent peg through Sisera's temple

,,t'u it went down into the ground', (Jg4:Zr);she connects sisera to the ground (earth-mother)'

sisera,s death is undeniabry disturbing, but this discomfort, I would afgue' stems from the reader's

fear of retuming to the womb. Gentile men often get killed in Genesis-Judges, and the reader often

hardly thinks twice about it. But when the death is placed in the context of the metaphoric mother,

the death becomes particularry disturbing. The death is linked to the mother, who gives life' Death

becomes rebirth. And it is this rebirth that so discomfonts the reader. As Bal demonstrates' return to

the safe womb has its drawbacks, as one is ultimatery forced to re-leave the womb'59 one gains the

protectivemotherafterrebirth,butthebirthitselfisatraumaticseparation'Thereader

subconsciouslyfearsdeathwhichsignifiesreturntothewombwhichsignifiestraumaticbirth.

Sisera,sdeathistraumatic,becausethereaderfearsbeingborn.

Raløb

Rahabgivesbirthtolsrael,andheractionsleadtotheHeb,rews'attainingfertileland.Inthe

coufseoftheJerichostory,Israelchangesfromaninfertilerealmtoafertileone.Inorderto

reinforce the fact that a fertile-infertile structural change occurs' I will compare the events

surrounding the Jericho story to those surrounding sodom. The structural change resembles a rite

of passage, and we will examine Rahab,s liminal role within that passage. This analysis will also

allow us to posit Rahab as earth-mother'

earth-mother/mother-fi gure harlot'

We will then consider her status as the

T he J eri cho -S o dom C o nne ctio n

The story of Rahab and the destn¡ction of Jericho bridges Israel's forty years in the

wilderness and its estabrishment in canaan, the land promised to the Hebrew nation by God' The

Rahab regend links Israel,s existence in an infertile state to one of fertility. Robert Alter identifies

thissamestructufeofinfertility,citydestruction,andfertilityinthenarrativeofsodomand

surrounding events (Gen 18-21:2)'o That such a narrative web appears at least twice within the

Bibre suggests that we are dearing with a rype-scene.61 Alter sets forth the notion of bibrical type
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scenes: conventional stories with predetermined elements, that by their reiterated use signal that

something important is happening in Israel's history.62 The Sodom/Jericho type-scene has the

following structure: A nation (e.g. Israel) or a person (e.g. Sarah) is in a state of infertility. Parallel

characters (e.g. Lot/Rahab, angels/spies) perform similar acts. Two men come to a city, someone

gives them shelter and protects them from hostile forces, and the two visitors in return protect the

initial protector by relocating that person. The originally infertile nation or person achieves a state of

fertility.

The legends63 of Sodom and Jericho are preceded with barreness. Sarah is childless (Gen

16:1; 18:1L), and the Israelites under Joshua are at the edge of the wilderness, a baren, unfertile

location. Israelites "were born on the way in the wilderness" after escaping Egypt (Jos 5:5); the

Israelites were fertile. But the region itself was a "great and terrible wilderness... where there was

no water" (Dt 8:15) -- a "howling waste" (Dt 32:10). The promised land, on the other hand, was

"flowing with milk and honey" (Jos 5:6), images of fertility. The author of Joshua juxtaposes the

forty years in the wilderness with the promise of a land of milk and honey (5:6).

Before the Sodom episode, the Lord promises Sarah a child, and says that "Abraham shall

become a great and mighty nation" (Gen 18:18). Prior to the Jericho story, Joshua likewise tells the

people that within three days they will "take possession of the land which the Lord your God gives

you to possess" (Jos 1:10). Both naratives carry a promise of fertility. However, the narrative

suggests that promises will be fulfilled only as long as one acts righteously. Abraham's children

and household are told to do "righteousness and justice; so that the Lord may bring to Abraham

what he has promised him" (Gen 18:19). And the Lord in Joshua tells the people "to do according

to all the law which Moses my servant commanded you... that you may have good success

wherever you go" (1:7).

The stories next focus on the central characters, l,ot and Rahab. We find I-ot "sitting in the

gate of Sodom" (19:1) and Rahab in her house that "was built in the wall" of the city (2:15). They

are spatially marginal, neither inside the city nor out.

Lot shelters the two angels who visit Sodom, and Rahab conceals the two spies who steal

into Jericho. In the former case they "come under the shelter of my [l,ot's] roof" (19:8) and in the

latter they hide on the roof.fl A.-J. Levine notes that "Lot's two visitors are an artificial constn¡ct,
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since originally three men came to visit Abraham [Gen 18:2]... The parallel to Joshua highlights the

number".65 The men of Sodom surround Lot's house and demand that he turn the visitors over to

them. Likewise, the king's men come to Rahab's house and tell her to "bring forth the men that

have come to you..." (2:3). To protect the angels, Lot offers his daughters to the Sodomite men.

To protect her visitors, Rahab misinforms the messengers that the spies have already left her house.

The Sodom men are physically blinded, and the Jericho messengers metaphorically blinded as

Rahab sends them away on a false chase. The angels warn Lot of imminent destruction and tell him

to leave with his family, while the spies inform Rahab of a similar impending destruction and

promise to protect her and her family.

Lot and Rahab are ultimately relocated. Lot is promised safety in7nar, and Rahab the same

somewhere in Israel.

Liminality

In going from a state of infertility to a state of fertility, Israel in Joshua is restructuring its

existence. Sociologically structural changes usually involve rites de passage which bnidge social

states. "States" can refer to "the physical, mental or emotional condition in which a person or Sroup

may be found at a particular time" (italics mine); a society can be in a state of famine or plenty.6

Like individuals, $oups can undergo rites of passage, and Turner speaks of individual and

corporate ritual subjects.6T In Joshua we see the rites, or rituals, of a corporate rite of passage, as

the Israelites circumambulate the city seven times, a number commonly associated with rituals in

the Hebrew scriptures.

Rahab's story occurs within the interstructural or "liminal" period that links infertility and

fertility. Her geographic status within the city wall, neither inside nor outside the city, immediately

poses her as a marginal character, and we are not surprised then to see her in the marginal/liminal

phase of Israel's transition. We will examine Rahab as a liminal figure. I would suggest that she

plays two roles: she is the neophyte undergoing the rite of passage, and more significantly, she is

the instnrctor to the neophytes. It is not inconsistent that Rahab in the Jericho rite of passage should

exist as both neophyte and instnrctor figure. Ambiguity and pluralism are liminal traits, and Turner

tells us that a "coincidence of opposite processes and notions in a single representation characterizes
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the peculiar unity of the liminal: that which is neither this nor that, and yet is both."67

Rahab and the spies are neophytes. Neophytes undergoing joint initiation are usually

completely equal, and behavior is underlined by the principle, "Each for all, and all for each."68

Rahab and the spies engage in an egalitarian reciprocity, as they promise to protect one another (or

destroy one another, as the case may be). And the spies tell Rahab, "Our life for yours!" (Jos 2:14)

Also in liminality novices can freely develop interpersonal relationships without the burden of

roles. The son of the chief is equal to the others; social roles are inconsequential. That Rahab, a

harlot, is never said to have sex in the narrative, accords with the liminal scheme; her social role as

harlot is minimized.

At another level we can view Rahab less as a neophyte herself, but more as an authority

figure and initiation symbol relative to the neophyte spies. The liminal novice is often likened to or

treated as an embryo or newborn infant.69 As we will see, Rahab gives birth to the spies, but I will

first show that Jericho functions as a womb in order to further my argument that Rahab is a

mother-figure.

"City" in Hebrew is a female noun, and I would suggest that the city is a metaphoric

womb.7O Before the Israelites circumabulate the city the text says that "Jericho was shut up from

within and from without... none went out, and none came in" (6:l). This pre-destruction siege is

not unlike virginity. After they ma¡ch around the the city for seven days the Israelites raze the wall

-- the metaphoric destruction of the hymen. And the Israelites enter the city-womb. The conquest of

Jericho then is a symbolic, ritual rape.Tl'12

Rahab the mother-figure gives birth to the (neophyte) spies as she lets them down by an

umbilical rope through the birth canal window, out of the womb-like city. And like a mother who

protects her children, she shelters the spies. Neophytes, Tumer tells us, are "there" but ought not to

be "there". Interstructurally they have physical but not social (i.e. structural) "reality," "hence they

often have to be hidden, since it is a paradox, a scandal, to see what ought not to be there!"73

Rahab hides the spies. Rites of passage generally involve some form of instruction or revel ation.14

Rahab tells the spies, "I know that the Lord has given you the land"; she expresses the Jericho

population's fear of the Israelites; she recounts the miracle of "how the Lord dried up the water of
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the Red Sea"; and she explains that God is "in heaven above and on earth beneath" (Jos 2:8-11).

She reveals knowledge to the spies and in the liminal scheme set forth by Turner, functions as an

insffuctor.

As part of instruction, components or factors of a given cultwe may be recombined in

monstrous configurations on masks or in effigy. This encourages the novice to reflect upon those

societal elements being represented and their relationship to one another.Ts As Turner writes,

"Liminality is the realm of primitive hypothesis, where there is a certain freedom to juggle with the

factors of existence".76 In Hebrew scriptures "rahab" sometimes refers to a foreign empire hostile

to Israel (Is 51:9), to a demonic monster that God must suMue (Job 26:12-13), and probably to

Egypt (Ps 87:4; Isa 30:7; 5I:9).77 Rahab in these cases functions as a powerful enemy of Yahweh,

and in the Jericho story one is forced to reflect on the Rahab-enemy-monster who does the

unexpected and helps Israelites. Despite that Jericho and its gentile denizens are soon to be

massacred, one is forced to reconsider gentiles in a positive light. This is a crucial lesson in

tolerance, because later we hear that Israel included Hebrews and "the sojourners who lived among

them" (Jos 8:33,35). Most significantly, in light of our earlier discussion of disordered marginality

and the subconscious, Rahab's monstrosity points to the male's subconscious fear of women. God

is male, and I theorizethatthe male subconscious identifies with the male God. The male God must

suffiue his hostile enemy, the monstrous, female Rahab. The male must subdue the female.

Earth-Mother

Given our understanding of Rahab as mother-figure, I now want to go one step further and

suggest that she is a goddess-figure, and that she affects the land's fertility. She is the

earth-mother. We will then consider the concept of earth-mother as harlot.

In a psychoanalytic, cross-cultural study Morris W. Brody writes that "Twins [in dreams]

refer to a pregenital union with mother. In mythology there is a widespread belief that twin children

possess magical powers over nature, especially over rain and the weather.... Twins in dreams

represent the wishful thinking that twins have the power to compel mother to yield life and are able

to ward off her destructive potentials."TS He also says that in folklore "the mother of twins is

thought to have the power to increase the yield of the soil."79 Applying this anthropological survey
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to the Rahab (and Lot) scenario explains why there are two spies and not one. The spies are

mythological twins, and their type-scene parallel to the twin angels of Sodom equates them with the

supernatural. If the spies are divine twins then Rahab, who gives birth to them through the wall,

must be the divine mother, a fertility goddess with power over the soil. In giving birth to the twins,

who themselves have power over nature, Rahab may be giving birth to nature, and even the

promised land itself.

Yet the earth-mother is a harlot. Prostitutes are usually considered defiled, and Leviticus2l.:1

compares harlots to any woman who has been defiled. The earth-mother is defiled, which is not a

very positive view of motherhood in general. In Mary Douglas tems, the unclear is the unclean,

and the mother as unclean whore suggests that the patriarchy was unclear about the mother. The

mother and all women are the unclear "other"; like atl gentiles they too are alien.

A.-J. Levine suggests that Rahab's mother-ness prevents the spies from sleeping with Rahab

the whore; one is not supposed to sleep with the mother.S0I would add that casting the mother as

whore -- ordinarily a sexual role -- may reflect the patriarchy's (unattainable) desire to have sex

with the mother. Rahab is the sexual woman -- both mother and spouse. In sending out spies to

view the fertile land, Joshua is not unlike a father sending his sons to find wives -- like Isaac

dispatching Jacob to Aram (Gen 28:2). The spies seek knowledge. Freud believed that any search

for knowledge is really the search for sexual knowledge.Sl Not surprisingly the spies'quest takes

them to Rahab, a prostitute who, by nature of her profession, has sexual knowledge.

Harlotry in the Bible is often associated with abandonment. In forsaking Yahweh and

worshiping other gods Israel plays the harlot (Ex 34:11-16; Jg2:I7; Hos 4:10). Perhaps Rahab's

aknowledging the Hebrew deity defines her as a harlot to her own (i.e. gentile) gods whom she

forsakes. Furthermore her status as mother-harlot suggests that she forsakes her children. Rahab

may then represent all mothers, who, from the narrator's perspective, forsake their children. Freud

believed that as infants we cannot discern ourselves from our mothers; we identify with the

mother.82 But as we grow up and sense our own individuality, we begin to view the mother as

m-other. We are separated from, and perhaps forsaken by her, and we want to return to that

infant-mother unity lost to us. (Conversely, in playing the harlot by worshiping other gods, Israel

may be trying to identify with the mother.)
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God and Legality

Having discussed marriage and motherhood,I now want to consider gentile women's

associations with God and the Hebrew legal structure.

Unlike gentile women, Hebrew women actively approach God. Rebekah, for example,

"went to inquire of the l,ord" (Gen25:23). Leah praises God through the naming of Judah (Gen

29:35). And Miriam sings to the Lord after the exodus (Ex 15:21). By contrast gentile women do

not approach God, which is one more parameter against their engagement in the religious Hebrew

society. And when a gentile woman is approached by God, the dialogue leads to the woman's

repression. After being "dealt harshly" by Sarai, Hagar flees to the wilderness. There, however, an

angel of God approaches her, speaks to her, and tells her to return to her oppressive mistress (Gen

16:6-9). Also, when we see a gentile woman demonstrating knowledge of God, she does so to

save herself. Rahab tells the spies, "I know that the l,ord has given you the land" (Jos 2:9), which

further endears her to them and helps assure that the Hebrews wont kill her when they destroy

Jericho. Hagar and Rahab, the two gentile women who acknowledge the deity or converse with his

intermediary, do so either not by choice or out of necessity. In contrast the Hebrew Miriam sings

thanks to God after God saves the Hebrews from the Egyptians. Her action is not performed under

duress, and I would argue that she has a richer interaction with God than do Hagar and Rahab.

Furthermore, unlike Hagar, the thanksgiving does not disempower her, but, as A.-J. Levine

suggests, may establish her leadership.S3 She is empowered.

Unlike Hebrew women we do not see gentile women in contact with the Hebrew legal

stmcture or with issues of legality. Tamar's stratagem against Judah fulfills a hybrid form of

levirate marriage (Gen 38). The daughters of Zelophehad go before Moses and the other leaders of

the Hebrews to seek their father's inheritance (Num 27).Deborah judges Israel (Jg 4). And

Jephthah's daughter keeps her father's vow to God by allowing Jephthah to sacrifice her (Jg

11:36). That we do not see gentile women engaged in legal issues suggests a lesser degree of

incorporation within Hebrew society.
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Dangerous Women

V/hile a woman's gentileness hinders her incorporation within Hebrew society, it does allow

her the freedom to be seen performing actions thatHebrew women are not seen doing. In

particular, gentile rwomen without Hebrew husbands can hann men. Vy'e have already seen some

gentile women in such dangerous roles: Mrs Potiphar, Jael and Delilah. But here we will examine

the differences in danger between gentile and Hebrew women. Danger is that which threatens

authority and power. Physical danger undermines the body's physical power. I thus consider

imprisonment to be a physical danger as it physically constrains the body. As we will see, gentile

women, unlike Hebrew women, can be physically dangerous.

The Hebrew text distances and protects the Hebrew reader from dangerous women by

allowing only marginal, other women to perform dangerous acts. We never, for example, see a

woman actually killing a Hebrew man. The woman of Thebez, a gentile, is the only woman in

Genesis through Judges who physically harms a Hebrew man, as she drops a stone on

Abimelech's head (Judg 9:50). Abimelech has his armor-bearer kill him (v 54); the woman's effect

is minimized, and the reader is insulated from the fatal danger of a woman. Also Abimelech was

half-Canaanite (i.e. half-shechemite) which further distances him from the reader (Jg 8:31). The

Thebez woman, the only woman who does physically harm a Hebrew man, stones a half-Israelite

who deplorably killed his seventy brothers (Jg 9:56). Her deed may actually have helped the

Hebrews by getting rid of one of its unlawfuls. The woman's action is safely distanced from the

reader by several means, one of them being gentileness -- her own and that of her half-gentile

vlctrm.

The only woman to kill a man is Jael (Ig 4:21), and her victim is a gentile general. Once

again, the Hebrew reader is protected from the act through disassociation with the gentile victim.&

The Hebrews, like most social groups, was often afraid of disorder and the unknown; that

which they could not understand or categorize was suspicious and potentially dangerous.Ss The

foreign woman without a Hebrew husband was the unclear woman from the unclear, extemal,

disordered foreign realm. She existed outside the Hebrew fold, beyond the control of Hebrew men.

The text represents the patriarchal system's uncertainty towards her by the egfegious danger with
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which gentile women are depicted. And by writing about dangerous women, the narrator controls

their danger. The disorder is ordered within the text.

If men comprise a patriarchal core, then actions directly Uken against a Hebrew man would

seem to threaten the core; in harming one of the core's members, one would seem to harm the core

itsetf. Yet as we will see, actions against a Hebrew man may ultimately, indirectly help the

patriarchal society. Mrs. Potiphar's negative action against the Hebrew Joseph ultimately benefits

the Hebrews. She leads to Joseph's imprisonment, which allows him to come in contact with

Pharoah, which ultimately allows Joseph to rise in power and save his family from starvation.

Delilah's actions also lead to an Israelite's imprisonment, in this case Samson. The imprisonment

does lead to Samson's own suicidal death, but it affords him the opporunity to kill many Philistines

(Jg 16:30). Delilah's harm allows Samson to fulfill the prophecy surrounding his life, that "he shall

begín to deliver Israel from the hand of the Philisúnes" (Jg 13:5) (italics mine). Even the worst

actions against a Hebrew male by a gentile woman ultimately further Hebrew society.

The SavingWoman

By now we have seen both safe and dangerous gentile women. Here, though, I want to

make clear that although helping or providing safety to men does help the patriarchal core, gentile

women do not help or save men with the intent to help the patriarchial system. Hebrew women, by

contrast, sometimes perform acts that can be constued as altruistic and therefore perhaps

intentionally pro-patriarchal. Rebekah, for example, at no apparent advantage to herself, helps

Jacob to obtain Isaac's blessing. The blessing does help Isaac personally -- he will be served by

other nations (Gen 27:29) -- but it also ties in to the notion of there being a strong future nation of

Hebrews (Gen25:23). Rebekah thus consciously reinforces, and perhaps even helps to create, the

Hebrew patriarchy.

Gentile women seem less concemed and/or less aware of their affect on the Hebrew society.

Pharoah's daughter rescues Moses from the Nile to be raised @x 2:5ff.), and she may do so

simply because she wants a child, not because she has an agenda to help the Hebnews. Zipporah

saves Moses by circumcising her son @x 4:24), and she probably saves her husband just because

he is her husband. His Hebrewness probably has little impact on the matter. Rahab consciously
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protects Hebrew men, but her concern is probably less with their ethnicity, and more with their

potential to do her harm. Her reason for helping the Hebnews is probably not out of concern that

the Hebrews have a great future, but out of the concern that otherwise they will kill her. Her saving

efforts, like those of Pharoah's daughter and Zipporah, are self-serving.

Ambivalent Attitudes

We have already seen the degrees to which gentile wives are incorporated in and excluded

from Hebrew society. Here we will examine the degrees of incorporation and exclusion of gentile

\ilomen not married to Hebrew men. In particular we will discuss the ambiguities surrounding Jael

and Rahab, dangerous and safe women outside Hebrew society. Jael and Rahab help Hebrew

society, and the narrative tries to include them in Israel because of this help. At the same time,

though, Jael and Rahab are foreign, and the narative distances them from Israel society. The text is

ambivalent as to whether to subsume or alienate them.

Unlike Rahab and Jael, Mrs Potiphar, Bat Pharoah, and Delilah are not incorporated by the

Hebrews, even though their actions help the Hebrews. Mrs Potiphar's and Bat Pharoah's

respective marital and parental links to foreign authority impede their subsumation. And Delilah,

unlike Jael, disempowers a Hebrew man, and she too is not subsumed; the text does not equate

Delilah with the Israelites in any way. It may be that she is too dangerous in killing a Hebrew man,

and must be completely separated from the Hebrew realm. Delilah's action does ultimately help

Samson, and at best we can say that the narrative rewards her by not explicitly stating her to be

Philistine. She is not linked to Israelite society (except through Samson), but she is also not entirely

within the Philistine world. She lives within Philistine society -- we have thus considered her to be

foreign -- but she lacks absolute Philistine identity.

.Iael

Judges contains two versions of Jael's story, one in prose (ch 4), the other in verse (ch 5),

and they represent Jael differently. The prose makes her cold, while the poem lightens her coldness
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by distancing her from the reader historically and by blessing her. If the chapters are read together

we ¿re faced with an ambiguous woman. She is distanced from and made proximate to the reader.

We are left wondering, "Does Jael deserve to be blessed? V/ould we want to bless her?"

The prose Jael is freakish in our inability to fathom her motivation within a repetetive, robotic

text:

A v 18: And Jael came out to meet Sisera and said to him...

B v 18: So he turned aside to her into the tent...

C v 21.:... and went softly to him and drove the peg into his temple ..

A' v 22: Jael went out to meet him, and said to him...

B' v 23: So he went in to her tent;

C' v 23: and there lay Sisera dead, with the tent peg in his temple....

Events occur mechanistically, with neither judgment (e.g. blessings) upon nor explanations of

Jael's actions.

The poetry redeems Jael from the prose. The verse proclaims Jael as "Most blessed of

women" (5:24). The only other character to be blessed in the poem is the Lord (w 2,9). The

poetry affirms that she is a blessed woman, not a cold, inscrutable murderer.

Yet even the poetry distances Jael; within its verses Jael is near and far. In contrast to the

more realistic prose in which Sisera is lying down during his murder, the poetry is unreal, and

therefore distant, in its portrait of Sisera's death. In the poetry he stands while being bludgeoned

with a tent peg and hammer: "she struck Sisera a blow" and then "he sank, he fell" (Jg 5:26-27).

The poem is thus less believable -- to crush someone's skull while they are standing is remarkable

-- and Jael becomes less believable,less near. The poem also distances her by speaking of bygone

days (cf. 5:6). The sense of history being narrated, which places Jael in the distant past, and the

lack of realism together lessen Jael's impact on the reader. So she is the blessed, the near, and she

is in the unreal past, the far. She is thoroughly ambiguous.
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Jael is both linked to and distanced from the Israelites. Judges 5:6 juxtaposes Jael to

Shamgar, a judge who elsewhere "killed six hundred of the Philistines with an oxgoad" (3:31). As

A.-J. Levine points out, the parallel to Shamgar, an Israelite judge, links Jael not only to an

Israelite individual but to Israelite authority.S6 She is also linked to and distanced from the Israelites

through her Kenite husband. The Kenites were descended from the father-in-law of Moses (4:11).

Here we see a link. But Jael's husband separated from the Hebrew-related Kenites. Here we see

distance.

But while the text plays with her connection to the Israelites, in some ways it separates her

from all society completely. She lives in a tent; she is a nomad. And her own pericope mentions no

geographic location. Her name in Hebrew means "a wild or mountain goat,"8? an animal that exists

outside the structured herd, possibly away from people. And in separating from the Kenites, Heber

disconnects himself and his wife not only from Hebrew ties, but from all societal ties.

Furthermore, the text alienates Jael even one step further by distancing her from Heber. We never

see Jael and Heber together, and Heber is missing when Jael kills Sisera. As A.-J. Levine writes,

"both Heber and Jael are aliens: to their own people, to each other, to the story. And each

transgresses the laws that make a community out of aliens: Heber sepa.rates from those allied with

his people (the male political realm), and Jael removes herself from the norms of both hospitality

and motherhood (female norms). Through these separations, they become hyper-alien."88

The text presents Jael as a hero (worthy of blessing), yet it at times mitigates her heroism.

Her power is ambiguous. The Jael prose pericope Jael is framed by the Israelites and God, and the

reader is uncertain as to who is responsible for the ultimate success of the Israelites. Judges 4

concludes as it began, with the people of Israel and God (4:l-3;23-24). In the beginning the l,ord

sells the Israelites into the hands of the Canaanites, and the Heb'rew people "cried to the Lord for

help" (v 3), and finally "God subdued Jabin the king of Canaan before the people of Israel. And the

hand of the people of Israel bore harder and harder on Jabin the king of Canaan, until they

destroyed Jabin king of Canaan" (v 23). Jael's story is framed by Israel and God's actions, and we

are left pondering the point of having Jael in the text.
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Jael is focalized and non-focalized. On one hand the frame seems to minimize Jael. Jael (and

Deborah and Barak) may have been some kind of hero, but only because the people of Israel

prayed (and "bore harder") and God subdued. The exploits of individuals become national

property, and Israel has the last verb: "they destroyed." On the other hand, as A.-J. Levine points

out, it may be that "the exploits of the people as a whole become encapsulated in the story of

Deborah, Barak, and Jael."S9Israel identifies with Jael. Overall, Jael's status relative to Israel

remains ambiguous. The text both identifies her with Israel as Shamgar-like judge and Israelite

hero, and lessens her significance as the Israelites do the ultimate destroying. In verse 23 God

subdued, which suggests that Jael was a divine tool. In verse24 the people of Israel desroyed,

leaving Jael out of the picture.

Jael's power over Sisera is present and not present, as she shares responsibility for Sisera's

defeat with Barak. In verses 7 and 14 Deborah tells Barak that the l,ord will give Sisera "into your

hand." Yet in verse 9 she says that the Lord will give Sisera "into the hand of a woman." The text

does not completely give Sisera to Jael (which may represent the na:lator's fear of being dominated

by women). If we consider that Barak defeated Sisera militarily it is only fair that Sisera should be

in the hands of both Jael and Barak. One can argue, though, that Jael has the ultimate power over

Sisera as the gentile commander is in the end delivered into Jael's hand. She has the last hand with

regard to Sisera. Furthermore, Jael has an active hand. Sisera is not merely delivered into her hand,

but she "took a hammer in her hand." Here then she may be equated with the people of Israel

whose hand actively "bore harder." In this case she is associated with the Israelites. In light of

Barak, though, Jael's power is obscured. She remains ambiguous.

Rahøb

Rahab is a thoroughly ambiguous woman, and in her representation we can see the

patriarchy's ambivalent attitudes towards women in general. She is in Israel society and out, and

she is both mother figure and whore, sacred and profane, desired and undesired, incorporated and

exluded, teacher and disciple, etc.
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Within and V/ithout

Israel rescues Rahab to a place outside the Israelite camp, yet we hear that Rahab lived

happily ever after in Israel. In keeping with her initial liminal position within the wall, where she is

neither in the city nor out, Rahab at the end of her tale is both within and without Israelite society.

Israel is not sure where to place her (or at least the text is indecisive) because Israel is probably not

sure what to make of her in general. Let us examine the conflicts.

Desired and Undesired

As a woman Rahab is the object of the patriarchy's desire. She fulfills sexual needs and acts

as mother by offering safety and protection. But as gentile she is undesired; the Israelites annhilate

her fellow Jericho gentiles.gO Rahab epitomizes the question that so often plagued the patriarchy.

What does one do with a gentile woman, with that which is simultaneously desired and undesired?

Unable to ans'wer the question with one answer, the text uses both and places her in and outside

society. With her status ever undefined, she nebulously resides within a literary wall, between

realms. Earlier I tried to determine when a gentile woman was acceptable and unacceptable. No

all-explanatory, elegant solution presented itself. Sometimes they are acceptable and at other times

unacceptable, but if one reads the stories collectively we see an ongoing dialectic. Rahab embodies

this tension. The dualities converge in her, making her the paradigmatic gentile woman.

SacredlProfane and PrivateÆublic

V/e are not sure what to make of Rahab simply as woman and harlot. Rahab has sexual

knowledge and spiritual knowledge. She knows men and God. Almost oxymoronically she is the

righteous whore. Her marginal position within society (i.e. within the wall), reflects her taboo

status as whore (cf. Lev 2l:7). The Israelite camp is "holy" and no "unclean" person is to enter it

@t 23:14; Num 5:3; 31:19). Rahab's ultimate position "outside the camp of Israel" (Jos 6:23) may

reflect her own uncleanliness. Rahab is defiled, yet she knows God. I would argue then that she

embodies the sacred and the profane. Ultimately placing her within and without Israel may reflect

this duality. The patriarchy values, or desires, whores (cf. Gen 38) and wants to keep these women

in Israel, yet, for whatever reasons, whores are illegitimate and should be kept out of the private
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sphere, the camp. Rahab then reflects the tension of desiring and scorning the whore, and with her

the text provides a satisfying solution to the dichotomy; it presents both solutions. This geographic

uncertainty reflects the patriarchy's attitudes towards whores. And if we consider that Rahab the

whore is also a mother/wife-figure, it may be that her geographic uncert¿inty reflects ambiguous

attitudes towards all women.

Being Dominated: V/omen Inside and Out

At the end of her own tale, Israel dominates Rahab by geographically relocating her. The text

objectifies her during this relocation sequence. The spies "brought out Rahab.... and they b,rought

all her kindred, and set them outside the camp of Israel" (6:23). While earlier Rahab positioned the

spies out of danger's sight temporarily, here the Israelites position her relative to society

permanently. locating her at the end of her own story punctuates their control over her. Israel has

the last word relative to Rahab, so to speak. Earlier we saw the patriarchy signify its uncertain

atritudes toward Rahab by the story's lack of closure. Yet by dominating Rahab they do provide

closure. Rahab is gentile, whore, woman, mother, and in general all fertility and female sexuality,

and in positioning Rahab they dominate all gentiles, whores, women, mothers, fertility, and female

sexuality and relegate them to a marginal status. This is true of other women in the Book of Joshua,

which contains few distinct, named women. Women in this text are clearly outside the camp.

Achsah has springs in the land of the Negeb (15:19) and Zelophehad's daughters (who although

individually named actually function as a collective actant) inherit land "on the other side of the

Jordan" (17:5). Rahab and her fellow women are outside "the camp," the heart of Israel, yet still

ambiguously a part of (i.e. in) Israel.

At the same time, though, this ambiguity may reflect an inability to dominate women and

female sexuality in general. As much as the patriarchy would like to keep women on the periphery

-- essentially outside Israel and out of power -- they cannot. Women are needed to continue the

patriarchy (e.g. give birth to spies) and provide sexual pleasure (e.g. as harlots). The patriarchy

must maintain and, even to a degree, heed women. So we see Rahab negotiating with the

patriarchy; Zelophehad's daughters demonstrate their legal right to their inheritance; and Achsah

persuades her father to give her more and more real-estate. Gender repressed as patriarchal women
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usually are, these women ironically have a voice.

Joshua is an ideal book, or at least it attempts to portray an ideal conquest. Yet as we know

from the opening to Judges, the historical conquest of Canaan may not have been so neat. The text

of Joshua displays the way things should be, yet reality is not always as such. The ambiguity of

Rahab may be a brief breakdown within the text, a fissure displaying how imperfectly things really

*ere.9l Closure surfaces as Rahab lives happily ever after in Israel, yet that she appears at the

beginning of a book of conquest demonsEates non-closure. Israel must continue to prove its

virility; more mother-cities must be destroyed. There will be more Achans, and Israel's bout with

the taboo and its quest for the proper relationship with God will never quite end.

Rahab the Ideal and Non-ideal

Rahab is ideal and non-ideal from a patriarchal viewpoint. She is the non-ideal as gentile. Yet

in many ways she embodies the "ideal" woman. She is safe. She shelters men and allows them to

relocate/control her. She lies to the enemy and harbors the protagonists. As whore she is fully

accessable, and in dealing with her one need deal with no other men. No fathers, brothers, or

pimps stand in the way. The text represents her as ideal, and no other Genesis-Judges woman is in

the same category. Perhaps then fitting is her otherness, her gentileness. I am not suggesting that

all gentile women are like this, but that only a gentile woman could be like this. Rahab is ideal like

the Book of Joshua itself, which n¿uïates an ideal conquest of the ideal land, and she is as unreal as

that conquest. The gentile woman in this case functions not merely outside Israelite society, but

outside reality.

Rahab's Development. Lacan. and Our Like for Her

Our psychonanalytic discussion of Rahab placed her in a male framework: how she relates to

the Israelites and what she does for the patriarchy. We have seen Israel as the child and Rahab

always as the mother (or wife-mother). My own tendency as a male author (or perhaps simply as a

student so familiar with anthrocentric oedipality) is to turn Rahab into the mother at all costs,

retaining myself as child. \ilhat can we say, though, of Rahab as the child?

I am most struck by her separation from her clan, the Jericho womb. Rahab too is being
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born, as the Israelites take her out from the city-womb. She rebels against the Jericho father-king

and finds a new father, the Lord. But first she must be separated from her parents, the father-king

and mother-city. As in the course of all infant deveþment, the child must recognize her own

individuality separate from the parents; the father and mother become Other: f-other and m-other. In

Lacanian tenns she expresses the recognition of and desire for the real Other in her symbolic speech

aú.92,93 She tells the spies of her knowledge of (their/other) god, and becomes an individual; she

can now become a mother herself. She can now protect her own p¿ì.rents and give birth to the spies

through the window. Furthermore, she guarantees her future safety, a safety she originally

experienced under her own parents. Protecting the Israelites guarantees her own protection --

re-attains safety -- and allows her to live in the fertite mother-land of Israel happily ever after. It is

therefore impossible not to somehow like or relate to Rahab, as she achieves what we all desire.

However, she is the alien/gentile, and her satisfaction, and perhaps all satisfaction, remains distant

from us. The satisfaction she achieves is, like her, alien to us.

Passing Between Patriarchies

Here I suggest that for a foreign woman to be subsumed by the Hebrew patriarchy she must

first be extra-marginalized within her original society. To gain proximity to the Hebrew patriarchal

core, she must be further removed from the gentile patriarchal core. She may be marginalized by

being a priest's daughter, a virgin, or a prostitute, or by geographic distance. The more distant she

is from the foreign core, the closer she can be to that of the Hebrews.

Aseneth and Zipporah are daughters of priests. They are the only gentile women with

"successful" intermarriages. V/ith only two daughters-of-priests cases to work with, we cannot

make any statistically concrete theories about the relationship between priestliness and "success". I

do make the following proposition, however. Victor Turner has cross-culturally classified priests

(and diviners, shamans, and mediums) as being in a state of "outsidemess" within a given society;

they exist outside the larger, what we might call "normal", societal structures.94 With Turner's

classification in mind, ttre priestly daughters Zipporah and Aseneth ate "others" within their own
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gentile societies. This "otherness" withdraws them from the ordinary social stmctures of their

societies. It marginalizes them and in so doing bnings them closer to the Hebrew patriarchy, closer

to t'success".

For the gentile woman not maried to a Hebrew man, helping Hebrew men directlygs

requires that she be alienated from her own people. Such marginalization is necessary in general for

these gentile women to help the Hebrew patriarchy directly. Rahab is a prostitute. Prostitutes are

marginal figures, because unlike most women, who are sexually accessible only to their husbands

(i.e. privately), prostitutes are sexually open to the public. They are the "other" women within

society. Rahab lives within the wall of Jericho (Jos 2:15), on the fringe of Jericho society. And Jael

is separated from gentile society as her husband "Heber the Kenite separated from the Kenites" and

"pitched his tent as far away as the oak inZaanannim, which is near Kedesh" (Jg 4:11).96

Furthermore, the text alienates Jael from Heber, who defines Jael's gentileness. Jael is not referred

to as a Kenite; she is "the wife of Heber the Kenite" (Jg 4:I7). Vy'e never see Jael and Heber

rogether. She is isolated from the one thing that identifies her as gentile. Finally the text subtly

draws her to the Hebrew patriarchy. The Kenites are "the descendants of Hobab the father-in-law

of Moses" (Jg 4:11). Jael is distantly related, albeit not necessarily by blood, to the Hebrews.

Virgins are less incorporated in foreign society than non-virgin women, which facilitates

their inclusion in Hebrew society. Numbers 31:18 stþulates that, of Midian women captured in

war, only virgins may become brides to their captors. "Every woman who has known man by

lying with him" is to be murdered (v 17). We see a degree of marginality, as the virgins have not

been consummately incorporated into the gentile patriarchy. They are outsiders relative to Midian

wives. The are farther from gentile men and closer to the Hebrew patriarchy than are sexually

experienced Midian women. Their othemess/outsiderness within their own society facilitates their

incorporation into the Hebrew realm.
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Conclusion

In studying gentile women, a picture of three levels of marginality has emerged. First, the

gentile wife within the Hebrew patriarchal system is marginal relative to Hebrew women. Her

ma:riage is rarely successful, her children lack stature, and she has little to do with God. Second,

the gentile woman without a Hebrew husband whose actions directly help the patriarchal system is

often presented as ambiguous. The system seeks to remain separate from the woman because of her

foreigness, while often also attempting to absorb her because of the help she provides the system.

Third, the gentile woman who is too dangerous, who directly harms a Hebrew man, is kept

separate from the system, and no attempt is made to claim her.

While the gentile woman is often more disempowered than Hebre,w women within the

Hebrew system, outside the system -- unbound -- she has more power than the Hebrew woman;

she acts in roles that Hebrew women do not. Her danger is manifested, and her sexuality more

accessible. And outside the system, she gives play to fantasies. In her marginality the patriarchal

subconscious emerges; what is usually restricted by societal structures gains release in the

disordered, unordered margin. The woman becomes the desired mother(-figure). But with fantasies

come fears -- of the threatening power of woman. Woman's monstrosity, usually tucked away in

the male subconscious, rises to the surface in marginality.

It is this danger, this link to the alien, to disorder, that leads the patriarchal system to

extra-disempower the gentile wife within the Hebrew system. Her potential to disrupt Hebrew

society, especially the core, must be checked.

Finally, the gentile woman is the alien woman, and she represents all women, who are alien

to men. Her danger, her potential ability to subvert the (Hebrew) patriarchal order, is that of all

women.'We can thus recognizeher as a very positive, powerful, strengthening figure in light of

today's feminist movement against today's patriarchal structures.
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Appendix

Type-Scenes ín Líght of One Another

Type-scenes are meant to be read in light of one another. The type-scene author adopts a

familiar narrative pattern complete with familiar signs and meanings, some of which may be blatant

and some more subtle. For example, in reading Joshua after Genesis one reads the Jericho story in

light of Sodom, and there is less need to justify the destruction of Jericho. Jericho parallels Sodom,

which immediately signals to the reader that Jericho must be destroyed (i.e. because Sodom was

destroyed).

Furthermore, what we see in one story we should look for in the other. For example, sexual

impropriety in the Sodom story may be an issue for the Jericho storY, even if it is not readily

apparent in the latter. In other words, by virtue of being type-scenes, the stories automatically

inform and reinforce one another. As Alter writes, the Bible "constantly insists on parallels of

situation and iterations of motif that provide moral and psychological commentary on each other".97

While the Sodom story may be more concemed with brutality, rape and inhospitality than

with homosexuality,gS reading about homosexuality in such a negative framework does little to

denegativize homosexuality. Furthermore, Leviticus forbids male homosexuality Q.ev L8:22;

20:13).The Sodomites' homosexuality may have been partly the reason for the immolation of their

city.

Immolation and stoning are sometimes used in the Bible to purge sexual impropriety.99 God

destroys Sodom, Judah wishes to burn Tamar for her harlotry (Gen 38:24), and Deuteronomy

22.23ff. requires that if a betrothed virgin and a man have sex in a city then both should be stoned

to death. Achan is possibly being burned for sexual digressions.

Achan took items from, and thus looked back on, Jericho, which,like all cities in the

Hebrew language, is feminine. The homosexuality in Sodom may correlate here. It has been

suggested that circumcision symbolically castrates and "feminizes" the male Israelites, allowing

their ma:riage/covenant with a male god.100 Circumcision does masculinize as it separates the men

from their mothers and welcomes them into the male-defined covenant community, but that

masculine community must then be feminized relative to God. The Hebrew for "bridegroom",
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lnthan, is closely related to the Arabic r@thnthana which means both "marry" and

"circumcisi on".44 The Israelite circumcision may be a symbolic marriage. Malachi 2:14 treats the

God-Israel covenant as a husband-wife marriage. And just as bridegrooms often give gifts to the

bride's family (cf. Gen 34:llf,Ex22:16,Dt22:29) God-the-bridegroom may be giving land as a

marriage gift, albeit in this case directly to the bride. Achan, a circumcised/feminized Hebrew,

"looks back" on the feminine Jericho. We can assume that Achan gets circumcised for "all the

people who came out lof the wilderness] had been circumcised" (Jos 5:5) [italics mine]. Achan is

then the feminine (i.e. circumcised) looking back on the feminine. Like Sodom and Gomorrah, he

is punished for homosexuality.

It may be that Israel itself is being cleansed of its adulterous past -- its improper sexuality --

and turned toward the proper relationship with God. The Israelites who forsake God are compared

to an unfaithful wife @zk16:32).The very notion of playing "the harlot after other gods" (Ex

34:16,Jg2:L7) casts the Israelites in a typically female role. (There may have been male prostitutes

in Israel (cf. Dt 23:18¡10t but the prostitutes active in biblical stories are females (cf. Gen 38, Jos

2).) In the wilderness after leaving Egypt, Israel worshiped, or as it now seems clear, adulterated

with, another god, the golden calf (Ex 32). Trumpets (slnfar) are blown on the day of atonement

every seven times seven (i.e. forty-nine) years (Iæv 25:8-10), and blowing the trumpets (shofar)

around the city of Jericho may likewise function to atone Israel for its past sins. (Leviticus 25:10

states that on this fiftieth, or jubilee, year of atonement "each of you shall return to his propefty,"

which may parallel the Israelite's return under Joshua to their promised land, the property they

inhabited in the days of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.)

Compørúson of ø Gentíle Man øndWoman

Rahab and l.ot have parallel positions within our typescene, which affords us an unusual

opportunity to compile a man and a woman. After discussing their similarities, we will examine,

more importantly, their differences and answer the questions, Is either a more positive character

than the other? And which do we prefer?

Lot and Rahab are both gentiles. Or at least Lot is not a member of the Hebrew clan, even

though he is a nephew of Abraham. But we do not know what kind of gentile/"other" he is. He
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fathers the gentile nations to which his daughters give birth. Yet he remains unfixed to a single,

specific nation -- he sires two gentile nations. He is thus presented as a marginal character (i.e.

within the gate), a fitting parallel to ttre marginalized prostinrte Rahab.

Rahab and Lot share in their righteousness; they protect their visitors. And both are sexual

objects: Rahab as a whore, and Lot as a drunk, unconscious mate to his daughters. Both have the

same purpose. l,ot functions as a literary foil to Abraham; Lot often looks bad so Abraham can look

good.102 Rahab praises the Hebrew god, thereby underlining the rightness of the Israelites. The

woman fulfills this function through her own righteousness, and the man through antithesis. How

they carry out their purpose is very different.

Rahab is a more positive character than Lot. Unlike Lot, she does not linger when told to

leave. l,ot would be a horrible travel companion for he complains when the angels tell him to go to

the hills. On her own Rahab can handle the messengers, who are structurally equivalent to the men

of Sodom. Int, meanwhile, when dealing with the men of Sodom must be pulled indoors by his

own guests. Rahab safeguards her family, while Lot offers his virgin daughters for rape. Rahab

ever seems good and we are not surprised then to see Rahab at one point function structurally

equally to the Sodom angels: Vy'ere the stories blindly to parallel one another then just as the angels

tell Lot to flee to the hills we would see the spies telling Rahab to flee to the hills. Instead Rahab

becomes the angels and tells the spies to flee to the hills. Finally we do not see Rahab being duped

by her own relatives. Rahab is clearly the stronger character, and the female gentile is superior to

the male.

Rahøb and Sacrítíce

In Hebrew rituals animals are sometimes placed away from the Hebrews. Rahab is not unlike

such animals as she too gets placed outside the Israelite camp. The destruction of Jericho is in many

ways like a sacrifice, and it may be that Rahab fulfills a sacrificial role. She must be marginalized in

the sacrificial process so that Israel can be successful. The woman is marginalized so that men can

be successful and powerful. And as scapegoat-like woman she assumes the guilt of men; the

üansgressions of men are placed on her. I will discuss Jericho as a sacrifice, and then consider

Rahab as a sacrificial being.
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Just as sacrifice and fire are involved in the promise of land, Jericho, which bridges states of

infertility and fertility, gets destroyed. Immediately after God promises Abram's descendants land,

Abram builds an altar (Gen 12:7). And in Gen 15:17-18 a smoking fire pot and a flaming torch

pass between the pieces of an animal cut in two, thereby symbolizing the covenantal promise of

land. After Abraham nearly sacrifices Isaac and does immolate a ram, God promises to multþly

Abraham's descendants "as the stars of the heaven" (Gen 22:17). Land and population -- issues of

fertility -- are linked to sacrifice.

To destroy an enemy is to sacrifice. In Isaiah 34:6, for example, just as God's sword is sated

"with the blood of lambs and goats, with the fat of the kidneys of rams" -- sacrificial animals --

God "has a sacrifice in Bozrah, a great slaughter in the land of Edom." Furthermore, in this

particular destruction/sacrifice the soil of Edom shall turn into brimstone, which is what happened

to Sodom, which, as we have seen, parallels Jericho. In Ezekiel 39:17-20 the destruction of

enemies is a sacrificial feast, and God says "you shall be filled at my table with horses and riders,

with mighty men and all kinds of wa:riors" (v 20). (Also seeZnphL:7)

The flame/smoke of a sacrifice and of a destroyed city both go to heaven. Rahab states that

God is in heaven (shamayim) (Jos 2:11). Later in Joshua Israel defeats Ai, and "the smoke of the

city went up to heavenlshamayíml" (8:20). In Judges Manoah makes a cereal offering, and "the

flame went up toward heaven lshamayirnl from the altar" (13:19-20). The destruction of Ai, and

perhaps then any city, for example Jericho, may be a form of sacrifice.

In gaining fertility through sacrifice the sacrificed city itself becomes infertile. Brimstone and

salt turn a region, like Sodom, to "a burntout waste, unsown, and growing nothing, where no

grass can sprout" (Dt29:23). Sociologically, we should not be surprised to see fertility and

infertility linked. Turner informs us that in the liminal state "logically antithetical processes of death

and growth may be represented by the same tokenr...."103

V/ith our understanding of the city as a sacrifice, we can now place Rahab within the

sacrificial scheme. On the day of atonement the priest sacrifices a goat. The priest then gives the

sins of the people to a second, live goat, and sends that goat, the scapegoat, out into the solitary

wilderness. (Lev 16:20ff.) And to cleanse a leper, a priest takes two birds, kills one and lets the

living bird "go into the open fîeld" Çæv l4:7). The living bird may symbolize the carrying away of
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the leper's uncleanness.l& The slaughter of the first bird is not referred to as a sacrifice or

offering. But in bottr the atonement and the leper ceremonies we see animals being sent away. The

spies take Rahab and her family from Jericho and "set them outside the camp of Israel" (Jos 6:23).

And just as Rahab hangs a "scarlet" cord from her window (Jos 2:18,21), we see the use of

"scarlet stuff in the leper ritual (I-ev 14:4). In the atonement ceremony the priest places the

iniquities of the people "upon the head of the goat" (Lev 16.,21), and in Rahab's story, while we do

not see iniquities or guilt strictly placed on Rahab's head, the spies do tell Rahab that "if any one

goes out of the doors of your house into the street, his blood shall be upon his head, and we shall

be guiltless" (Jos 2:9). Joshua,like Leviticus 26, is concerned with guilt.

Rahab thus functions within a scheme related to atonement. We see a concem with guilt, and

we see Rahab being sent outside the camp like the scapegoat. And like cultic day of atonement,

which involves sacrifice, Rahab's story also includes sacrifice, that of a city. Rahab in being sent

away/outside the Israelite camp metaphorically assumes the sins of the (male-dominated) Hebrew

patriarchy. She is sent away by men, and takes with her their guilt. And taking away their guilt they

can continue to be successful. The patiarchal system can go on. The woman is marginalized so

men can hold ultimate power, so men can have authority.
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4We see evidence for a gentile patriarchy in a number of ways. In Genesis, for example, we

hear of foreign kings but never queens. The practice of fathers giving away daughters in marriage

is patriarchal, and in Exodus 2:21 the Midianite Rueul gives his daughter Zipporah to Moses.
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twoormoregToups,whomhecalls''marginals''.,pp232-233.
9Turner, Dramas. Fields and Metaphors,p 273.

l0Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger,(New York: Ark Paperbacks, 1966),p94.

llAnn Hackett "In the Days of Jael: Reclaiming the History of V/omen in Ancient Israel" in

Immaculate and Powerful, Clarissa W. Atkinson, Constance H. Buchanan, and Margaret R. Miles,

eds. (Boston: Beacon Press, 1985), pp 17-19).
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l2Eve, Mrs Cain, and Mrs Noah appear prior to Abram/Abraham. They exist in an ethnically

amorphous, pre-Israelite, ante-Hebrew ribe world. That they are not Hebrew is meaningless

because theirs is a world without Hebrednon-Hebrew distinction. I want to look at the issue of

non-Hebrew women in a Hebrew world, and therefore will not discuss the women in Genesis

l-ll:26 any further.

l3The Intemational Standard Bible Encyclopedia, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B.

Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1982), "gentile".

l4The Gibeonites are enslaved by Israelites, not slaughtered (Jos 9:27).

l5lsaac too does not want his son to marry a Canaanite woman and sends Jacob to find a

wife among relatives (Gen 28:1-2).

16In Genesis 24 we can see that the Hebrews were not defined by geographic status; the

seryant goes from Canaan to Mesopotamia. And while the covenant between Abraham and God is

signalled by circumcision (Gen 17:11), otherness was not based on circumcision; we do not know

whether or not Abraham's (legitimate) kinsmen were circumcised.

lTEven some of Abraham's direct descendants may not be "within the fold." Abram (Abram

and Abraham are the same person. Abram is renamed (Gen 17:5)) fathers through the Egyptian

Hagar a son, Ishmael (Gen 16:15), who is to become "a great nation" (21: 18). Later we see the

Ishmaelites as a distinct ribe/nation when a caravan of Ishmaelites buys Joseph and brings him to

Egypt (Gen37:25-28). And Abraham's wife Keturah bore Midian, who is probably the father of

the gentile Midianites (Gen25:2). A.-J. Levine has suggested in comments to the second version of

this paper that since the line of descent leading to the Hebrew tibes is not with all of Abraham's

sons, Sarah is the true progenitor of the Hebrew nation. This is a powerful strike at patriarchy as

the Hebrew nation leads back to her explicitly.

lSTerah fathers Abraham, Nahor and Haran. Nahor and Haran father Bethuel and Lot,

respectively. Bethuel and Lot father Rebekah and Lot's daughters, respectively.

l9The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, (New York: Abingdon Press, 1962), "Tamar".

20Comments to first version of this paper, February 19, 1990.

2lComments to second version of this paper, April 16, 1990.
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22Genesis 36:35 says that Hadad, "who defeated Midian in the counüry of Moab, reigned in

his stead". But still, we know nothing more about this Midian.

23TlteKenites are the descendants of Hobab the father-in-law of Moses (Jg 4:11). From

Exodus 2:l6ff. we know that Moses'father-in-law was a Midianite, who may be distant blood

relatives of the Hebrews (25:2). So Heber may be distantly related to the Hebrews, not merely by

marital ties, but by blood. As argued in the case of Zipporah, however, the Kenites up until Heber

would have been separated from theirHebrew kin by so many generations that kinship is

inconsequential. Therefore, we will consider Heber to be a gentile.

zWomen are usually given away to the husband, or the man takes her. Judah "saw" bat

Shua and "he malried her" (Gen 38:2): Pharoah "gave him [Joseph] in ma:riage Aseneth" (Gen

4l:45); Jethro "gave Moses his daughter Zipporah" @x2:21);Zimr, "brought a Midianite woman

lCozbi] to his family" (Num 25:6); Mrs. Samson's father later gives his daughter to Samson's

companion. Laban gives Leah and Rachel to Jacob. Judah "took a wife," Tamar, for his son Er

(Gen 38:6). Hagar, Bilhah andZilpah, slaves, are the only cases in which we see an explicit lack of

power to choose marriage. Sarai "took Hagar... and gave her to Abram (Gen 16:3). Rachel "gave

him [Jacob] her maid Bilhah as a wife" (Gen 30:4), and Leah "took her mudZilpah and gave her to

Jacob as a wife" (Gen 30:9). In all these examples the women exist only as objects; they do not act

as subjects. In other words, they are acted upon.

25Even Aseneth, who remains within the Egyptian patriarchy, involves herself in the Hebrew

patriarchal system by bearing children to a Hebrew husband.)

2tt\atthe Israelites are enslaved at the time of Bat Pharoah does not imply a breakdown in

the patriarchy. While Hebrew political power may be non-existent in Egypt, the patriarchal system

continues in its social form. And within the Hebrew text -- written by patriarchal authors -- we see

Moses being given his wife (F;x2:2L), in traditional patriarchal fashion.)

27T1te only other place we see women together, independent of men is in the story of

Jephthah's daughter (Jg 11), but the women lament Bat Jephthah's virginity in the mountains (Jg

11:38), away from þatriarchal) society.

28Even this sexuality occurs in a marginalized state, with non-Hebrew men. The adultery is
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separated from the Hebrew patriarchal core. And though the Hebrew husbands give their wives

away, the foreign patriarchy bears the blame; the indiscretion occurs in their (foreign) realm. The

mistakes of Hebrew men are relegated to a foreign realm, and the Hebrew patriarchy separates itself

from impurity.

29V/e do not see Samson and Delilah having sex, but that Samson sleeps (Jg 16:13) in the

presence of the woman he loves is sexually suggestive.

30Caroline Walker Bynum, "Women's Stories, Women's Symbols: A Critique of Victor

Turner's Theory of Liminality" in Anthropolog)'and the Stud), of Religion, Frank E. Reynolds,

ed. (Chicago: Center for the Scientific Study of Religion, 1984), p 111.

3lvictor Turner, The Forest of Symbols: Aspects of the Ndembu Ritual, (Ithaca: Cornell

University Press, 1970), p 94)

32lntermariages: Abraham marries Hagar (Sarai gives Hagar "as a wife" (Gen 16:3); Esau

maries two Hittite women (Gen26:34); Judah ma:ries the Cannanite daughter of Shua (Gen 38:2);

Joseph marries the Egyptian Aseneth (Gen 41:45); Moses weds the Midian Zipporah (Ex 2:21) and

a second, Cushite woman (Num 12); Simeon fathers Shaul through a Canaanite woman (Ex 6:15);

Zin'Ermarries Cozbi from Midia (Num 25.6); and Samson weds a Philistine (Jg 1a).

33In comments to the first version of this paper, A.-J. Levine asks whether Moab women

corrupt because of their religious orientation or intermarriage per se. The distinction is not so easily

made. The marriage with a foreign woman is problematic because of the wife's religion, but the

woman's religion frequently depends on her nationhood. Zipporah is exceptional because although

she comes from Midian her father ultimately becomes a priest of Yahweh. It is not simply being

foreign, but what one does as a foreigner that determines whether one is legitimate or illegitimate.

In speaking against gentiles, Leviticus 18 mentions their mispractices and considers the gentiles to

be profane: "all these the nations I am casting out before you defiled ltma) themselves" (v 1).

("Defiled" (tma) isclearly a tenn of profanation, as it appears elsewhere to describe the profaned

sanctuary (Lev 20:3).) Leviticus 18 goes on to say that "whoever shall do any of these

abominations, the persons that do them shall be cut off from among their people" (v 29). So in light

of l,eviticus, the problem is not that one is a foreigner, but that it is what one does as a foreigner
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that leads one astray.

SDeuteronomy 7ff. addresses the same concern, that foreign women -- specifically Hittite,

Girgashite, Amorite, Canaanite, Penzzite,Hivite, and Jebusite - lead Hebrew sons away to other

gods. Verse 3 dictates that "You shall not make marriages with them, giving your daughters to their

sons or taking their daughters for your sons."

35Comments to first version.

36Iuid.

37lbid.

38A.-J. Levine suggests that the reverse may be ffue: those who intermarry ile not worthy of

their birthrights. (Comments to second version)

39Mahalath is not yet an "other"/gentile woman. Esau ma¡ries Ishmael's daughter, and the

Ishmaelites may not yet be a huge nation.

4oComments to first version.

4lThose buried in Genesis include Sarah (23:19), Abraham (25:9), Rachel (35:19),Isaac

(35:29), Rachel (48:7), Rebekah (49:31), Leah (49:31), and Jacob (50:7,13). In Numbers includes

Miriam (20:1). Deuteronomy includes Aaron (10:6) and Moses Qa:O. Joshua includes Joshua

(24:30),Joseph (24:32), and Aaron's son Eleazar (24:33). Judges includes the judges Gideon

(8:32), Tola 10:2), Jair (10:5), Jephthah (I2:T),Ibzan (12:10), Elon(12:12), Abdon (12:15) and

Samson (16:31). Others who are buried are Rebekah's nurse Deborah (Gen 35:8), the people in the

exodus who procure God's wrath by eating quail (Num ll:34) and the Egyptian first-born sons

(Num 33:4). Only the latter two cases have negativized deaths, but they are grcups of people and

not specific individuals. Named individuals who are buried a.re not negativized.

aTlte notion of Bat Shua acting as foil to Tamar gives us further evidence that Tamar is

Hebrew and not gentile. Tamar, unlike Bat Shua, gives birth to King David's ancestors. As A.-J.

Levine points out in comments to the first version of this paper, "the writers may have found it

inappropriate for the line to continue through a Gentile."

43Judah's intermarriage is hardly a complete prescription for failure. It may undo Judah, but

it certainly does not impede the ultimate "success" of the story, Tama¡'s birth to male twins.
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MZlpporah says to Moses "Surely you are a bridgroom of blood" @x 4:26). The Hebrew for

"bridegroom",ltathan, is closely related to the Arabic root hnthnna which means both "marry" and

"circumcision". Brevard S. Childs, Myth and Reality in the Old Testament, (London, SCM Press

Ltd),1962, p 61.

45I speak of "activity" rather than "personality" because we cannot even sense Jael's

motivation for killing Sisera.

46Comments to second version.

4TComments to first version.

48Some Hittites,were native Canaanites. The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia,

(Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company,1982 ed.), "Hittites".

49Hagar's strained "malriage" to Abraham is not successful from a Hebrew perspective,

which might imply political problems with Egypt. Yet the marriage does have its own success:

Ishmael is promised to become a great nation, and Ishmael enters the covenant community when

his father circumcises him.

50I am surprised that the text does not take advantage of this "oppportunity" to disempower

the gentile woman.

5 llnternational Standard Bible Encyclopedia, "Asenath".

52George Hart, A Dictionary of Egyptian Gods and Goddesses, (London: Routledge &

Kegan Paul, 1986), "Neith", pp 131-134

53Douglas, pp 94-95.

54Ba1, Lethal Love, p 59ff.

55lbid, p 59.

s6lbid, p 60.

STComments to second version.

58Bal, læthal Love, p 63]

Selbid, pp 59-60.

60Robert Alter, "Sodom as Nexus: The V/eb of Design in Biblical Na:rative," Tikkun, vol 1,
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number 1, 1986.

614.-J.I-evine suggests that the Jericho/Sodom stories may not be type-scenes, since the

two incidents have such different settings. She suggests that a more appropriate name would be

"repeated motifs". (Comments to second version) Motifs certainly are repeated, but I would argue

that the settings are (type-scenically) simila¡: each involves a city.

62Alter, Art of Biblical Narrative. See chapter on type-scenes, pp 47 -62.

63By the form-critical definition, a "legend" is a story of inspirational and religious content,

as opposed to a "saga," whose content is more generalized and popular. Soulen, Richard N.,

Handbook of Biblical Criticism, (Atlanta: John Knox Press), 197 I , p 95.

64The phrases pertaining to roofs are not the same in the original Hebrew.

65Comments to first version.

66Turner, Forest of S)'mbols ,pp 93-94.

67Turner, Forest of Symbols, p 99.

68lbid, pp 1oo-101.

69lbid, p 96.

T0Elsewhere in the Hebrew scripture we see women represented as city structures. In 2

Samuel 2O:19, we hear of "a city which is a mother in Israel." And A.-J. Levine has pointed out to

me that the Song of Songs/Solomon n¿urator speaks of herself and other women architecturally: "If

she is a wall, we will build upon her a battlement of silver; but if she is a door, we will enclose her

with boards of cedar. I was a wall, and my breasts were like towers" (8:9-10).

TlRaping women is elsewhere associated with the conquest of a foreign nation (Isa 13:6;Znc

l4:2).

72why do the Israelites burn Jericho and utterly annhilate the city-womb? Mieke Bal has

argued that while men want to return to the safe womb, we simultaneously wish destroy it. We feel

threatened by the awesome power of the womb and attempt to control this female power by

subjugating women in the social realm. Desuoying the womb represents another means of

domination. (tætnat I-ove, p 60.) Traditional psychoanalytic theory holds that both sexes maintain

hostility toward the mother because she limited breast feeding. (Roben Seidenberg, "Sacrificing the
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FirstYouSee,''@igw53(1966)'p57.)Atthesametimewedesirethe

mother because she did feed us (albeit not enough). Hostility (or violence) and desire (or sex) are

intertwined, as seen in the sexual aggression of Jericho. (I am sorry, Professor Wallace, but I do

not feel comfortable changing "we" to "they"; to make your suggested change would completely

sever me from the text.)

73Turner, Forest of Symbols, p 98.

74lbid, p 103.

75lbid, p 106.

76lbid, p 106.

TTlntemational Standard Bible , "rahab".

TSMorris W. Brody, "The Symbolic Significance of Twins in Dream," The Ps)¡choanalytic

Qua$çdy, vol21, t953, p 180.

79lbid, p r77.

SoComments to first version.

SlQuoted in William G. Niederland's "River Symbolism, Part II", The Ps)rchoanalytic

Quarterly, vol 26, 1957, p 51.

S2Janet Sayer, Sexual Contradiction: Psychology. Psychoanalysis. and Feminism, (New

York: Tavistock Publications, 1986), p 80.

S3Comments to second version.

84The reader may also be protected linguistically. Even though Jael is clearly Sisera's killer,

the language of the text minimizes her action; the final power of dying is given to Sisera. The prose

text never states that "she killed Sisera." Rather after narrating how she drove the tent peg through

his temple, the text states, "So he died" (Jg 4:21).In the end he performs his own death.

85Cf. Mary Douglas's discussion of Leviticus in Purity and Danger, pp 4l-57 .

S6Comments to first version.

STlnternational Standard Bi , "Jael".

SScomments to first version.

seIbid.
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gomt and Rahab are similar once again as both get separated from their larger groups: Rahab

from Jericho, and l,ot from the Abraham clan (Gen 13:9).

9lother imperfections appear as well, for example, a sacrilegious, thieving Achan and the

deceptive Gibeonites (9 :l-27 ).

92Bice Benvenuto and Roger Kennedy, The Works of Jacques Lacan: An Introduction.

(New York: St. Martin's Press), L986,p74.

93R.-J. Levine has led me to consider the distinction in Rahab's case between family as state

and family as biology. Rahab leaves the father-kingdom of Jericho and lives ever after with her

biological family. She egresses from the public to the more private. Compared to Lot's passage

from public Sodom to the primordial, womb-like cave, Rahab's journey may be a regression. I am

not sure what to make of this, but the pattern may parallel Israel's joumey from the promised land

to Egyplwilderness back to the promised land. Rahab likewise goes from the biological family in

being born (which we never see) to the public family back to the biological family.

94Turner, Dramas. Fields. and Metaphors, p 233.

95Harming a Hebrew man (directly) can (indirectly) help other Hebrew men.

96I am assuming that Jael and Heber lived together. On the other hand, Jael and Heber may

not have lived together. The text speaks of a Heber's tent (4:11) and a tent belonging to Jael (4:17).

Hypothetically, there may have been strife between the husband and wife. Sisera may have

mistakenly believed that just because relations were fine between Jabin and Heber's "house", Jael

would likewise be cordial. She may have killed Sisera to spite Heber, but what could Heber have

done to make her kill somebody else. We are left to ponder the extreme, and Heber and Sisera's

living together more and more seems the more natural reading of the text.

97Alþr, Art of Biblical Nanative, p 91)

98see International S tandard B ible Enc)¡clopedia, " S ex ".

99stoning does not always pertain to sexuality: cf. Ex 2l:32 in which an ox is to be stoned

for goring a slave. Giving children to Molech requires stoning (l-ev 20:2). And wizards shall be

stoned (l,ev 20:27).

lffiBrenner, A.B. "The Covenant with Abraham" Psychoanalytic Review, vol39, 1952,pp
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42-3.Brenner argues that "The kind of person who is likely to deveþ a massive super-ego is very

ofæn the submissive, passive type who endeavons to solve his OEdipus problem by eliminating the

morher (as Hebraism did) and who effects his rapport with the father by taking the mothey's place

with him" (p 43). The argument is somewhat problematic in that Israel frequently fails to act

submissively and worships other gods (cf. Judges).

lOllnternational Standard Bible Encyclopedia, "Harlot"

l02co¿¡s, George W. "Lot: A Foil in the Abraham Saga," Understanding the \Vord, James

T. Butler, Edgar W. Conrad, and Ben C. Ollenburger, eds. (Sheffield, England: JSOT Press,

1985) pp rr4-32.

lo3lurns¡, Forest of Symbols,p99.

lo4Rsv footnote, pp 138-139.
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